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PREFACE

These lectures, dehvered at Harvard Umversity during

the winter of193 2-3 3 , owe much to an audience only

too ready to applaud merit and condone defect; but I am

aware that such success as they had was largely dramatic,

and that they will be sail more disappointmg to those who

heard them than they will be to those who did not. I

should much prefer to leave my auditors with whatever

impression they then received; but by the terms of the

Foundatton by Mr. Stillman the lectures must be submitted

for pubhcaaon, and withm a fixed period. Thus I explain

my commission of another unnecessary book.

I am glad, however, of the opportumty to record m
print my obhgaGon to the President and Fellows of Har-

vard College, to the Norton Professorslup Committee, and

in particular my graatude to Professor John Livmgston

Lowes; to the Master of Ehot House and Mrs. Merriman,

with most pleasant memories of the Associates and Tutors

of the House; to Dr. Theodore Spencer, and to Mr. and

Mrs. Alfred Dwight Sheffield for innumerable criticisms

and suggestions.

I much regret that while I was preparmg these lectures

for dehvery in Amenca, Mr. I. A. Richards was m Eng-

land; and that while I was preparmg them for pubhcatio

m England, he was m America. I had Poped that they

might have the benefit of his criacism.

T.S.E.

London, An^usl 1933.
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INTRODUCTION
Novemler 4th, 1932

The whole country is now excited by the pohtical

campaign, and m a condiuon of irrational emotion.

The best of the prospect is that a reorgamsation ofparties

seems not unlikely as an mdirect result of the present con-

test between the Republicans and the Democrats . . . But

any radical change is not to be hoped for.’

These words occur m a letter written by Charles Eliot

Norton on September 24th, 1876. The present lectures wiU

have no concern with pohacs; I have begun with a poh-

tical quotation only as a reminder of the varied mterests

of the scholar and humanist whom tbs foundation com-

memorates, The lecturer on such a foundation is fortunate

who can feel, as I do, sympathy and admiration for the

man whose memory the lectures are mtended to keep

hvmg. Charles Eliot Norton had the moral and spintual

quahnes, of a stoic kmd, wbch are possible without the

benefits of revealed rehgion; and the mental gifts wbch

are possible without gemus. To do the useful thmg, to say

the courageous thmg, to contemplate the beautiful thmg:

that IS enough for one man’s life. Few men have known

better than he how to give just place to the claims of the

pubhc and of the private Hfe; few men have had better

opportunity, few of those havmg the opportumty have



INTRODUCTION
availed themselves of it better than he. The usual pohncian,

the man of public affairs, is rarely able to go to the ‘pubhc

place’ without assummg the ‘public face’: Norton always

preserved his privacy. And living as he did in a non-

Chnstian society, and in a world which, as he saw it on

both sides of the Atlantic, showed signs of decay, he mam-

tamed the standards of the humanity and humanism that

he knew. He was able, even at an early age, to look upon

the passing order without regret, and towards the coming

order without hope. In a letter ofDecember 1869 he speaks

more strongly and more comprehensively than in that

which I have quoted.

‘The future is very dark in Europe, and to me it looks as

if we were entering upon a period quite new m history-

one in winch the questions oh which parties will divide,

and from which outbreak after outbreak of passion and

violence will arise, wiU not longer be political but im-

mediately social . . Whether our period of economic

enterpnse, unHmited competition, and unrestrained indi-

vidualism, IS the highest stage of human progress is to me

very doubtful; and sometimes, when I see the existing

condiuons of European (to say nothing of American)

social order, bad as they are for tlie mass ahke ofupper and

lower classes, I wonder whether our civilisation can mam-
tain itself agamst the forces which are banding together

for the desttuction of many of the institutions in which it

IS embodied, or whether we are not to have another period

of decline, fall, and rum and revival, like that of the first

thirteen hundred years of our era. It would not grieve me
much to know that this were to be the case. No man who
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INTRODUCTION
knows what society at the present day really is but must

agree that it is not worth preserving on its present basis/ ^

These are words to which many who approach con-

temporary problems with more dogmatic assumptions

than Norton’s can give assent. Yet for him the permanent

importance ofhterature ifnot ofdogma was a fixed point.

The people which ceases to care for its hterary inheritance

becomes barbaric; the people which ceases to produce

literature ceases to move in thought and sensibihty. The

poetry of a people takes its hfe from the people’s speech

and m turn gives hfe to it, and represents its highest pomt

of consciousness, its greatest power and its most dehcate

sensibihty.

In these lectures I have to deal as much or more with

criticism of poetry as with poetry itself, and my subject is

not merely the relation of criticism to poetry, if by that

we assume that we know already what poetry is, and does,

and IS for. Indeed, a good part of criticism has consisted

simply m the pursuit of answers to these questions. Let me
start with the supposition that we do not know what

poetry is, or what it does or ought to do, or ofwhat use it

is; and try to find out,m examming the relation of poetry

and criticism, what the use of both of them is. We may

even discover that we have no very clear idea of what use

is; at any rate we had better not assume that we know.

I shall not begm with any general definition of what is

and what is not poetry, or any discussion ofwhether poetry

need be always in verse, or any consideration of the dif-

^My quotauons from Norton’s letters are taken from tke Life and

Letters ofCharles Eliot Norton (Houghton, MifHin* 2 vols.).



INTRODUCTION
fcretice between the poetry-verse antithesis and the poetry-

prose annthesis. Cnacism, however, may be separated

from the begmning not into two kinds, but according to

two tendenaes. I assume that criticism is that department

of thought which either seeks to find out what poetry is,

what its use is, what desires it satisfies, why it is written and

why read, or recited; or which, making some conscious or

unconscious assumption that we do know these things,

assesses actual poetry. We may find that good criticism has

other designs than these; but these are the ones which it is

allowed to profess. Criticism, of course, never does find

out what poetry is, m the sense ofarnvmg at an adequate

defimCLon^ but I do not know ofwhat use such a defimuon

would be if it were found. Nor can criticism ever arrive at

any final appraisal of poetry. But there are these two

theoretical limits of criticism: at one of which we attempt

to answer the question ‘what is poetry?’ and at the other ‘is

this a good poem^’ No theoretic ingenuity will suffice to

answer the second question, because no theory can amount

to much which is not founded upon a direct experience of

good poetry; but on the other hand our direct experience

ofpoetry mvolves a good deal ofgeneralising activity.

The two questions, which represent the most abstract

formulation ofwhat is far from being an abstract activity,

imply each other. The critic who remams worth readmg

has asked, ifhe has only imperfecdy answered, both ques-

tions^ Aristotle, in what we possess of his writmgs upon

poetry, does, I think, quicken our appreciation of the Greek

tragic dramatists; Coleridge, m his defence of the poetry of

Wordsworth, is led mto generalisations about poetry

i6



INTRODUCTION
which are of the greatest interest; and Wordsworth, in his

explanation of his own poetry, makes assertions about the

nature of poetry which, if excessive, have a wider bearmg

than even he may have reahsed. Mr. L A. Richards, who

ought to know, if anyone does, what equipment the

scientific critic needs, tells us that ‘both a passionate know-

ledge of poetry and a capacity for dispassionate psycholo-

gical analysis’ are required. Mr. Richards, like every serious

critic of poetry, is a serious morahst as well. His ethics, or

theory of value, is one which I cannot accept; or rather, I

cannot accept any such theory which is erected upon purely

mdividual-psychological foundations. But his psychology

of the poetic experience is based upon his own experience

of poetry, as truly as his theory of value arises out of his

psychology. You may be dissatisfied with his philosophical

conclusions but stdl believe (as I do) in his discriminating-

tastem poetry. But ifon the other hand you had no faith in

the critic’s abihty to tell a good poem from a bad one, you

would put little rehance upon the vahdity of his theories.

In order to analyse the enjoyment and appreciation of a

good poem, the critic must have experienced the enjoy-

ment, and he must convince us of his taste. For the experi-

ence of enjoymg a bad poem while thinkmg it is a good

one IS very different from that of enjoymg a good poem.

We do expect the critic who theorises to know a good

poem when he sees it. It is not always true that a person

who knows a good poem when he sees it can tell us why it

is a good poem The expenence ofpoetry, like any other

experience, is only partially translatable mto words; to

begin with, as Mr. Richards says, ‘it is never what a poem

B 17 E.U.P.



INTRODUCTION
says that matters, but what it is\ And we know diat some

people who are marnculate, and cannot say why they like a

poem, may have deeper and more discnmmating sensi-

bihty than some others who can talk ghbly about it; we

must remember too that poetry is not written simply to

provide matenal for conversation. Even the most accom-

phshed of critics can, in the end, only point to the poetry

which seems to him to be the real thmg. Nevertheless, our

talkmg about poetry is a part of, an extension of, our experi-

ence of It; and as a good deal of thinkmg has gone to the

makmg ofpoetry, so a good deal may well go to the study

oflU The rudiment ofcriticism is the abihty to select a good

poem and reject a bad poem; and its most severe test is of

Its abihty to select a good new poem, to respond properly to

a new situation The experience ofpoetry, as it develops m
the conscious and mature person, is not merely the sum of

the experiences of good poems Education m poetry re-

quires an orgamsation of these experiences. There is not

one of us who is bom with, or who suddenly acquires at

puberty or later, an infalhble discrimmation and taste.

The person whose experience is hnuted is always hable to

be taken m by the sham or the adulterate article; and we
see generation after generation of untrained readers bemg

taken in by the sham and the adulterate in its own time

—

mdced preferrmg them, for they are more easily assimilable

than the genume article. Yet a very large number ofpeople,

I beheve, have the native capacity for enjoymg some good

poetry: how much, or how many degrees ofcapacity may
profitably be distmguished, is not part ofmy present pur-

pose to enquire. It is only the exceptional reader, certainly,

i8



INTRODUCTION
who in the course of time comes to classify and compare

his experiences, to see onem the light ofothers; and who, as

his poetic experiences multiply, will be able to understand

each more accurately. The element of enjoyment is en-

larged mto appreciation, which brmgs a more intellectual

addition to the origmal intensity of feehng. It is a second

stage in our understanding of poetry, when we no longer

merely select and reject, but orgamse. We may even speak

of a third stage, one of reorgamsation; a stage at which

a person already educated m poetry meets with something

new in his own time, and finds a new pattern of poetry

arrangmg itselfm consequence.

This pattern, which we form in our own mmds out of

our own readmg ofpoetry that we have enjoyed, is a kind

of answer, which we make each for himself, to the ques-

tion ‘what IS poetry?’ At the first stage we find out what

poetry is by readmg it and enjoymg some ofwhat we read;

at a later stage our perception of the resemblances and dif-

ferences between what we read for the first time and what

we have already enjoyed itself contributes to our enjoy-

ment. We learn what poetry is—^if we ever learn—^from

readmg it; but one might say that we should not be able to

recogmse poetry m particular unless we had an innate idea

of poetry m general. At any rate, the question what is

poetry?’ issues quite naturally from our experience of

poems. Even, therefore, although we may admit that few

forms of mteUectual activity seem to have less to show for

themselves, in the course of history, in the way of books

worth readmg, than does crmcism, it would appear that

criticism, hke any philosophical activity, is inevitable and

X9



INTRODUCTION
requires no jusoficadon. To ask ‘what is poetry?’ is to

posit the critical function.

[ suppose that to many people the thought must have

occurred, that at some penods when great poetry was

written there was no written criacism; and that in some

penods in which much criticism has been written the

quahty of the poetry has been infenor. This fact has sug-

gested an anmhesis between the cntical and the creative,

between cnncal ages and creative ages; and it is sometimes

thought that cnticism flourishes most at times when crea-

tive vigour IS m defect. It is with such a prejudice m mind

that people have coupled with ‘critical ages’ the adjective

‘Alexandrian’. Several gross assumptions underhe this pre-

judice, includmg a confusion between several diflerent

thmgs, and between works of very chflferent quahty, m-

cluded under ‘criticism’. I am using the term ‘cnticism’

throughout these lectures, as I hope you will discover, with

a pretty narrow extension. I have no desire to extenuate the

vices of the vast number of boohs which pass by that

designaaon, or to flatter the la2y habit ofsubstitutmg, for a

careful study ofthe texts, the assimilation of other people’s

opinions. If people only wrote when they had something

to say, and never merely because they wanted to write a

book, or because they occupied a position such that the

writing of books was expected of them, the mass of

criticism would not be wholly out of proportion to the

small number of critical books worth reading. Neverthe-

less, those who speak as if criticism were an occupation of

decadence, and a symptom, if not a cause, of the creative

impotence of a people, isolate the circumstances of litera-

20



INTRODUCTION
ture, to the extent of falsification, from the circumstances

of hfe. Such changes as that from the epic poem composed

to be recited to the epic poem composed to be read, or

those which put an end to the popular ballad, are msepar-

able from social changes on a vast scale, such changes as

have always taken place and always will, W. P. Ker, m his

essay on ‘The Forms ofEnghsh Poetry’, observed that.

‘The art of the Middle Ages generally is corporate and

social; the sculpture, for example, as it is found on the great

cathedrals. With the Renaissance the motive of poetry is

changed. In the Middle Ages there is a natural hkeness to

the Greek conditions; after the Renaissance there is a con-

scious and mtentional reproduction among the modern

nations of the conditions which prevailed in the poetry of

Rome. Greek poetry m many respects is mediaeval; the

Latm poetry of the great age is Renaissance, an imitation

oftypes derived from Greece, with quite different circum-

stances and a diflFerent relation ofthe poet to his audience.

‘Not that Latm or modem poetry is unsocial. It is true

. . . that the tendency of modern art, mcludmg poetry, is

often contrary to the popular taste ofits time; the poets are

often left to themselves to find their themes and elaborate

their modes of expression in sohtude, with results that are

often found as perplexmg and offensive, and as negligible^

as Brownmg’s Sordello was generally found to be.’

What is true of the major changes m the form ofpoetry

IS, I think, true also of the change from a pre-critical to a

critical age. It is true ofthe change from a pre-philosophical

to a philosophical age; you cannot deplore cntieism unless

you deprecate philosophy. You may say that the develop-

21



INTRODUCTION
ment of criucism is a symptom of the development, or

change, of poetry; and the development of poetry is itself

a symptom of social changes. The important moment for

the appearance of criticism seems to be the time when

poetry ceases to be the expression of the mind of a whole

people. The drama of Dryden, which furmshes the chief

occasion for his critical writing, is formed by Dryden’s per-

ception that the possibihties of writmg m the mode of

Shakespeare were exhausted, the form persists in the

tragedies ofsuch a writer as Shirley (who is much more up

to date in Ins comedies), after the mmd and sensibility of

England has altered. But Dryden was not writing plays for

the whole people; he was writing in a form which had not

grown out of popular tradition or popular requirements, a

form the acceptance of which had therefore to come by

diffusion through a small society. Something similar had

been attempted by the Senecan dramatists. But the part of

society to which Dryden’s work, and that of the Restora-

tion comedians, could immediately appeal constituted

something like an mtellectual aristocracy; when the poet

finds himself in an age in which there is no intellectual

anstocracy, when power is in the hands of a class so demo-

cratised that whilst still a class it represents itself to be the

whole nation; when the only alternatives seem to be to

talk to a cotene or to soliloquise, the difficulties ofthe poet

and the necessity of criticism become greater In the essay

from which I have just quoted, Ker says:

"There is no doubt that in the mneteenth century poets

are more left to themselves than they werem the eighteenth,

and the result is unmistakable in their strength and weak-

22



INTRODUCTION
ness The heroic independence ofBrowning, and indeed

all the adventurous capricious poetry of the nineteenth

century, is closely related to criticism, and to the eclectic

learning which ranges over the whole world in search of

artistic beauty. . . , The themes are taken from all the ages

and countries; the poets are eclectic students and critics,

and they are justified, as explorers are justified; they sacri-

fice what explorers sacrifice when they leave their native

home. ... I shall not be misunderstood if I remark that

their victories brmg along with them some danger, if not

for themselves, at least for the fashion, the tradiaon of

poetry.’

The gradual changes in the function ofpoetry, as society

alters, will, I hope, emerge somewhat after we have con-

sidered several critics as representatives of several genera-

tions. During three hundred years criticism has come to

modify Its assumptions and its purposes, and it will surely

continue to do so There are several forms which criticism

may take, there is always a large proportion of criticism

which is retrograde or irrelevant, there are always many

writers who are qualified neither by knowledge ofthe past

nor by awareness of the sensibihty and the problems of the

present. Our earhest criticism, under the influence of

classical studies and of Itahan critics, made very large

assumptions about the nature and function of hterature.

Poetry was a decorative art, an art for which sometimes

extravagant claims were made, but an art in which the

same principles seemed to hold good for every civihsation

and for every society; it was an art deeply affected by the

rise of a new social class, only loosely (at best) associated

23



INTRODUCTION
with the Church, a class self-conscious in its possession of

the mysteries of Latm and Greek. In England the cntical

force due to the new contrast between Latm and vernacular

met, in the sixteenth century, with just the right degree of

resistance. That is to say, for the age wbch is represented

for us by Spenser and Shakespeare, the new forces snmu-

lated the native gemus and did not overwhelm it. The pur-

pose ofmy second lecture will be to give to the cntiasm of

this period the due which it does not seem to me to have

received. In the next age, the great work of Dryden in

criticism is, I think, that at the right moment he became

conscious ofthe necessity ofaffirmmg the native element in

hterature. Dryden is more consciously Enghsh, in his plays,

than were his predecessors; his essays on the drama and on

the art of translation are conscious studies of the nature of

the Enghsh theatre and the Enghsh language; and even Ins

adaptation ofChaucer is an assertion of the native tradition

—^rather than, what it has sometimes been taken to be, an

amusmg and pathenc failure to appreciate the beauty of the

Chaucerian language and metric. Where the Elizabethan

cntics, for the most part, were aware of something to be

borrowed or adapted from abroad, Dryden was aware of

somethmg to be preserved at home. But throughout this

period, and for much longer, one assumption remamed

the same: the assumption as to what was the use of poetry.

Any reader of Sidney’s Apology for Poetry can see that Ins

misotnousoi against whom he defends poetry are men of

straw, that he is confident of having the sympathy of his

reader with him, and that he never seriously has to ask

himself the questions, what poetry is for, what it does, or

24



INTRODUCTION
whether it is desirable. Sidney’s assumption is that poetry

gives at once dehght and instruction, and is an adornment

of social hfe and an honour to the nation,

I am very far from dissenting from these assumptions, so

far as they go; my pomt is that for a long time they were

never questioned or modified; that durmg that time great

poetry was written, and some entiasm which just because

of Its assumptions has permanent instruction to give. I hold

indeed that in an agem which the use ofpoetry is something

agreed upon you are more hkely to get that mmute and

scrupulous examination offelicity and blemish, line by hue,

which IS conspicuously absentfrom the cnticismofour ume,

a criticism which seems to demand of poetry, not that it

shall be well written, but that it shall be ‘representative of

its age’. I wish that we might dispose more attention to the

correctness of expression, to the clarity or obscurity, to the

grammatical precision or inaccuracy, to the choice ofwords

whether just or improper, exalted or vulgar, of our verse:

in short to the good or bad breeding ofour poets. My point

here is that a great change in the attitude towards poetry,

in the expectations and demands made upon it, did come,

we may say for convenience towards the end of the eigh-

teenth century. Wordsworth and Coleridge are not merely

demohshmg a debased tradition, but revoltmg against a

whole social order; and they begin to make claims for

poetry which reach their highest pomt of exaggeration m
Shelley’s famous phrase, ‘poets are the imacknowledged

legislators of mankind’. Earher laudators of poetry had

said the same thmg, but it did not mean the same thing:

Shelley (to borrow a successful phrase fiom Mr. Bernard

^5



INTRODUCTION
Shaw) was the first, in this tradition, of Nature’s M.P.’s,

If Wordsworth thought that he was simply occupied with

reform of language, he was deceived; he was occupied

with revolution of language, and bs own language was as

capable of artificiahty, and no more capable ofnaturabess,

than that ofPope—as Byron felt, and as Coleridge candidly

pomted out. The decay of rehgion, and the attrition of

pohacal institutions, left dubious frontiers upon wbch the

poet encroached; and the annexations of the poet were

legiamised by the critic. For a long time the poet is the

priest, there are still, I believe, people who imagine that

they draw rehgious abnent from Browmng or Mere-

dith. But the next stage is best exemphfied by Matthew

Arnold. Arnold was too temperate and reasonable a man

to mamtam exactly that rehgious instruction is best con-

veyed by poetry, and he bmselfhad very little to convey,

but he discovered a new formula: poetry is not religion,

but It IS a capital substitute for rehgion—^not mvahd port,

wbch may lend itself to hypocrisy, but coffee without

caffeine,and tea without tanmn. The doctrme ofArnoldwas

extended, if also somewhat travestied, in the doctrme of

‘art for art’s sake’. Tbs creed imght seem a reversion to the

simpler faith of an earher time, in wbch the poet was like

a dentist, a man with a defimtejob. But it was really a hope-

less adrmssion ofirresponsibihty. The poetry of revolt and

the poetry of retreat are not of the same kmd.|

In our time we have moved, under various impulsions,

to new positions. On the one hand the study ofpsychology

has impelled men not only to investigate the mind of the

poet with a confident ease wbch has led to some fantastic

26



INTRODUCTION
excesses and aberrant criticism, but also to investigate the

mmd of the reader and the problem of ‘communicaaon’

—

a word which perhaps begs a question^ On the other hand

the study of history has shown us the relation ofboth form

and content of poetry to the conditions of its time and

place. The psychological and the sociological are probably

the two best advertised varieties of modern criticism; but

the number ofways in which the problems of criticism are

approached was never before so great or so confusing.

Never were there fewer settled assumptions as to what

poetry is, or why it comes about, or what it is for. Criti-

cism seems to have separated mto several diverse kmds.

I have not made this brief review of the progress of

criticism in order to lead up to associatmg myselfwith any

particular tendency of modern criticism, least of all the

sociological.,! suggest that we may learn a good deal about

criticism and about poetry by examining the history of

criticism, not merely as a catalogue of successive notions

about poetry, but as a process of readjustment between

poetry and the world m and for which it is produced. We
can learn something about poetry simply by studying what

people have thought about it at one period after another;

without coming to the stultifying conclusion that there is

nothmg to be said but that opinion changes. Second, the

study of criticism, not as a sequence of random conjec-

tures, but as readaptation, may also help us to draw some

conclusions as to what is permanent or eternal m poetry,

and what is merely the expression of the spirit of an age;

and by discovermg what does change, and how, and why,

we may become able to apprehend what does not change.

27
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And by mvesagatmg the problems of what has seemed to

one age and another to matter, by examining differences

and identities, we may somewhat hope to extend our own

hmitaaons and hberate ourselves from some of our pre-

judices/ I will quote at this point two passages which I may

have occasion to quote again. The first is from Dryden’s

Preface to Annus Mirabilis:

‘The first happiness ofthe poet’s imagination is properly

mvention, or the findmg of the thought; the second is

fancy, or the variation, deriving, or mouldmg of that

thought, as the judgement represents it proper to the sub-

ject; the third is elocuaon, or the art ofclothing and adom-

mg that thought, as found and varied, in apt, significant,

and sounding words; the quickness of the imaginaaon is

seen in the invenaon, the femhty m the fancy, and the

accuracy in the expression.’

The second passage is from Coleridge’s Biographia

Litteraria:

‘Repeated meditations led me first to suspect . . . that

Fancy and Imagination were two distinct and widely dif-

ferent faculties, instead of being, accordmg to the general

behef, either two names with one meaning, or, at furthest,

the lower and higher degree of one and the same power.

It is not, I own, easy to conceive a more apposite transla-

tion ofthe Gieeliphantasia than the Latm imaginatio; but it is

equally true that in all societies there exists an instmct of

growth, a certam collective, unconscious good sense work-

ing progressively to desynonymise those words originally

of the same meanmg, which the conflux of dialects sup-

plied to the more homogeneous languages, as theGreek and
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the German. . . . Milton had a highly imaginative, Cowley

a very fanciful imnd.’^

The way m which the expression of the two poets and

cntics IS determined by their respective backgrounds is very

marked. Evident also is the more developed state ofmind

of Coleridge: his greater awareness of philology, and his

conscious determmation to make certam words mean cer-

tain things. But what we have to consider is, whether what

we have here is two radically opposed theones of Poetic

Imagination, or whether the two may be reconciled after

we have taken account of the many causes of difference

which are found m the passage of time between Dryden’s

generation and Coleridge’s.

It may appear that most ofwhat I have said, while it may

have some bearing on the appreciation and understanding

ofpoetry, has very Htde to do with the wntmg of it. When
the critics are themselves poets, it may be suspected that

they have formed their cndcal statements with a view to

justifying their poetic practice. Such criticism as the two

passages quoted is hardly designed to form the style of

younger poets; it is rather, at its best, an account of the

poet’s experience ofhis own poetic activity, relatedm terms

may remark here as well as anywhere else that the statement con-

tamed m this last sentence is liable to operate an irrational persuasion

upon the mmd of the reader. We agree that Milton is a much greater

poet than Cowley, and ofanother and superior kmd We then concede

without examination that the difierencc may be formulated by this neat

antithesis, and accept without examination the distmcaon between

imagination ond fancy which Colendge has done no more than impose.

The anuthesis of highly against very is also an element of persuasion.

Sec p. 58.
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ofhis own mind. The critical mind operating in poetry, the

critical effort which goes to the writing of it, may always

be in advance of the critical mind operating upon poetry,

whether it be one’s own or some one else’s. I only affirm

that there is a significant relationbetween the bestpoetry and

the best criticism of the same period. The age of criticism

is also the age of cntical poetry. And when I speak of

modem poetry as being extremely critical, I mean that the

contemporary poet, who is not merely a composer of

graceful verses,—is forced to ask himself such questions as

‘what IS poetry for?’, not merely ‘what am I to say?’ but

rather ‘how and to whom am I to say it?’ We have to com-

municate

—

1£ It IS commumcation, for the word may beg

the question—an experience which is not an experience in

the ordinary sense, for it may only exist, formed out of

many personal experiences ordered m some way which

may be very different from the way of valuation ofprac-

tical life, in the expression ofit. ^poetry is a form of‘com-

munication’, yet that which is to be commumcated is the

poem Itself, and only mcidentally the experience and the

thought which have gone into it. The poem’s existence is

somewhere between the writer and the reader; it has a

reahty which is not simply the reahty ofwhat the writer is

trying to ‘express’, or ofhis experience ofwritmg it, or of

the experience ofthe reader or ofthe writer as reader. Con-

sequendy the problem ofwhat apoem ‘means’ is a good deal

more difficult than it at first appears. If a poem of mine

entided Ash-Wednesday ever goes mto a second edition, I

have thought of prefixmg to it the Imes of Byron from

Donjuan:
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‘Some have accused me ofa strange design

Agamst the creed and morals of this land.

And trace it in this poem, every line.

I don’t pretend that I quite understand

My own meamng when I would be very fine;

But the fact is that I have nothing planned

Except perhaps to be a moment merry .

.

There is some sound critical admomtion m these hnes. But

a poem is not just either what the poet planned’ or what

the reader conceives, nor is its ‘use’ restricted wholly to

what the author mtended or to what it actually does

for readers. Though the amount and the quahty of the

pleasure which any work of art has given smce it came

into existence is not irrelevant, still we never judge it

by that; and we do not ask, after being greatly moved

by the sight of a piece of architecture or the audition of

a piece of music, ‘what has been my benefit or profit from

seeing this temple or hearing this music?’ In one sense

the question imphed by the phrase ‘the use of poetry’ is

nonsense. But there is another meaning to the question.

Apart from the variety of ways m which poets have used

their art, with greater or less success, with designs of in-

struction or persuasion, there is no doubt that a poet

wishes to give pleasure, to entertam or divert people; and

he should normally be glad to be able to feel that the enter-

tainment or diversion is enjoyed by as large and various a

number of people as possible. When a poet dehberately

restricts his pubhc by his choice of style of writing or of

subject-matter
,
this is a special situation demandmg explan-
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atioQ and extenuation, but I doubt wbether this ever

happens. It is one thing to write in a style which is already

popular, and another to hope that one’s writing may even-

tually become popular. From one pomt of view, the poet

aspires to the condition of the music-hall comedian. Being

mcapable of altermg his wares to suit a prevaihng taste, if

there be any, he naturally desures a state ofsociety in which’

they may become popular, and in which liis own talents

will be put to the best use. He is accordingly vitally mter-

estedm the use ofpoetry. The subsequent lectures vnll treat

of the varymg concepnons of the use of poetry durmg the

last three centuries, as illustrated m criticism, and especially

in the criticism provided by the poets themselves.

NOTH TO CHAPTER I

ON THE PEVELOPMENT OF TASTE IN POETRY

It may be not inopportune, m connexion with some of

the questions touched upon m the foregomg chapter, to

summarise here certain remarks which I made elsewhere

upon the Development ofTaste. They are, I hope, not with-

out some bearing upon the teachmg ofhterature m schools

and colleges.

I may be generahsing my own history unwarrantably,

or on the other hand I may be uttering what is already a

commonplace amongst teachers and psychologists, when I

put forward the conjecture that the majority of children,

up to say twelve or fourteen, are capable ofa certam enjoy-

ment of poetry; that at or about puberty the majority of

ir use for it, but that a small minority
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then find themselves possessed of a craving for poetry

which IS wholly different from any enjoyment experienced

before. I do not know whether httle girls have a different

taste in poetry from little boys, but the responses of

the latter I beheve to be fairly uniform. Horatius,

The Burial of Su John Moore, Bannockburn, Tennyson’s

Revenge, some of the border ballads* a hkmg for martial

and sangmnary poetry is no more to be discouraged than

engagements with lead soldiers and pea-shooters. The only

pleasure that I got from Shakespeare was the pleasure of

being commended for readmg him, had I been a child of

more mdependent mind I should have refused to read him

at all. Recogmsmg the frequent deceptions of memory, I

seem to remember that my early hkmg for the sort ofverse

that small boys do like vamshed at about the age oftwelve,

leaving me for a couple of years with no sort of interest m
poetry at all. I can recall clearly enough the moment when,

at the age offourteen or so, I happened to pick up a copy of

Fitzgerald’s Ontar which was lying about, and the almost

overwhelming mtroduction to a new world of feehng

which this poem was the occasion ofgiving me. It was hke

a sudden conversion; the world appeared anew, pamted

with bright, deheious and painful colours. Thereupon I

took the usual adolescent course with Byron, Shelley,

Keats, Rossetti, Swmbume.

I take this period to have persisted until about my twenty-

second year. Bemg a period of rapid assimilation, the end

may not know the begmning, so different may the taste

become. Like the first penod ofchildhood, it is one beyond

which I dare say many people never advance; so that such
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taste for poetry as they retain m later life is only a senti-

mental memory of the pleasures ofyouth, and is probably

entwined with all our other sentimental retrospective feei

mgs. It IS, no doubt, a period of keen enjoyment; butwe

must not confuse the intensity of the poetic experience m

adolescence with the mtense experience of poetry. At this

period, the poem, or the poetry of a smgle poet, mvades

the youthful consciousness and assumes coinplete posses-

sion for a time. We do not really see it as somethmg witli

an existence outside ourselves; much as m our youthful

experiences of love, we do not so much see the person as

infer the existence of some outside object which sets m

motion these new and dehghtful feehngs in which we arc

absorbed. The frequent result is an outburst of scribbling

which we may call imitation, so long as we are aware of

the meanmg of the word ‘imitation’ which we employ.

It IS not dehberate choice of a poet to mimic, but writing

under akmd ofdaemomc possession by one poet.

The third, or mature stage ofenjoyment ofpoetry, comes

when we cease to identify ourselves with the poet we

happen to be readmg, when our critical faculnes remain

awake; when we are aware of what one poet can be ex-

pected to give and what he cannot. The poem has its own

existence, apart from us; it was there before us and wiU en-

dure after us. It is only at this stage that the reader is pre-

pared to distmguish between degrees of greamess in

poetry; before that stage he can only be expected to dis-

tinguish between the genuine and the sham—^the capacity to

make this latter distmction must always be pracased first,

The poets we frequentm adolescence wiU not be arranged
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in any objective order of eminence, but by the personal

accidents which put them into relation with us; and this is

right. I doubt whether it is possible to explam to school

children or even undergraduates the differences of degree

among poets, and I doubt whether it is wise to try; they

have not yet had enough experience ofhfe for these matters

to have much meamng. The percepaon o£why Shakespeare,

or Dante, or Sophocles holds the place he has is something

which comes only very slowly m the course ofhvmg. And

the dehberate attempt to grapple with poetry which is not

naturally congemal, and some of which never will be,

should be a very mature activity indeed; an activity which

well repays the effort, but which cannot be recommended

to young people without grave danger of deadenmg their

sensibihty to poetry and confoundmg the genuine develop^

ment of taste with the sham acquisition of it.

It should be clear that the *development of taste is an

abstraction. To set before oneself the goal ofbemg able to

enjoy, andm the proper objective order ofmerit, all good

poetry, is to pursue a phantom, the chase after which

should be left to those whose ambition it is to be ‘cula-

vated’ or ‘cultured’, for whom art is a luxury article and its

appreciation an accomphshment. For the development of

genume taste, founded on genume feehng, is mextncable

from the development of the personahty and character.^

Genume taste is always imperfect taste—^but we are all, as a

matter of fact, imperfect people, and the man whose taste

in poetry does not bear the stamp of his particular per-

^In making this statement I refuse to be drawn mto any discussion of

the defimtions of ‘personality’ and ‘character’.
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sonality, so that there are differences in what he hkes from

what we hke, as well as resemblances, and differencesm the

way ofhking the same thmgs, is apt to be a very umnter-

estmg person with whom to discuss poetry. We may even

say that to have better ‘taste’ in poetry than belongs to one’s

state of development, is not to ‘taste’ anything at all. One’s

taste in poetry cannot be isolated from one’s other mterests

and passions; it affects them and is affected by them, and

must be hmited as one’s selfis hmited.

This note is really mtroductory to a large and difficult

question: whether the attempt to teach students to appre-

ciate Enghsh hterature should be made at all; and with what

restrictions the teachmg ofEnghsh hterature can rightly be

includedm any academic curriculum, ifat all.
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The literary criticism of the Ehzabethan period is not

very great in bulk; to the account which George

Samtsbury has given there cannot in its kind be very much

to add, and from his critical valuation there is not much to

detract. What concerns me here is the general opuuon of it

which students are likely to form, in relation to the poetry

of the age, on account of two ‘lost causes’ which that

criticism championed. The censure of the popular drama,

and the attempt to introduce a more severe classical form

illustrated by the essay of Sir Phihp Sidney, and the censure

ofrhymed verse, and the attempt to introduce some adap-

ration of classical forms illustrated by the essay of Cam-

pion, might be taken, and have been taken, as stnkmg

examples of the futJity of corrective criticism, and of the

supenority of irreflcctivc inspiration over calculation. If I

can show that no such clear contrast is possible, and that the

relation of the critical to the creative mind was not one of

simple antagonism m the Ehzabethan age, it will be easier

for me to demonstrate the mtimacy of the creative and the

cnacal mind at a later period.

Everyone has read Campion’s Observations in the Art of

English Poesie and Daniel’s Defence ofRyme. Campion, who

except for Shakespeare was the most accomplished master

of rhymed lyric of his time, was certainly in a weak posi-
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tion for attaciang rhyme, as Darnel in his reply was not

slow to observe. His treatise is known to most people

merely as the repository of two very beautiful pieces,

Rose-cheeked Laura come and Raving war begot, and of a

number of other exercises most of winch by their inferi-

ority bear witness agamst him. Experimentation with semi-

classical metres is less derided to-day than it was before the

time ofRobert Bridges, I do not beheve that good Enghsh

verse can be written quite in the way which Campion

advocates, for it is the natural gemus of the language, and

not ancient authonty, that must decide; better scholars than

I, have suspected even that Latin versification was too much

influenced by Greek models; I do not even beheve that the

metric of The Testament ofBeauty is successful, and I have

always preferred Dr. Bridges’ earher and more conven-

tional verse to his later experiments. Ezra Pound’s Seafarer,

on the other hand, is a magnificent paraphrase exploitmg the

resources of a parent language; I discern its beneficent in-

fluence upon the work of some of the more interesting

younger poets to-day. Some of the older forms of Enghsh

versification are bemg revived to good purpose. But the

point to dwell upon is not that Campion was altogether

wrong, for he was not; or that he was completely downed

by Daniel’s rejoinder; and we must remember that in other

matters Daniel was a member of the classicising school.

The result of the controversy between Campion and

Daniel is to estabhsh, both that the Latin metres cannot be

copied in English, and that rhyme is neither an essential nor

a superfluity. Furthermore, no prosodic system ever in-

*vented can teach anyone to write good Enghsh verse. It is,
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as Mr. Pound has so often remarked, the musical phrase

that matters.^ The great achievement of Ehzabethan versi-

fication IS the development ofblank verse; it is the dramatic

poets, and eventually Milton, who are Spenser’s true heirs.

Just as Pope, who used what is nommally the same form as

Dryden’s couplet, bears httle resemblance to Dryden, and

as the writer to-day who was genumely influenced by

Pope would hardly want to use that couplet at all, so the

writers who were sigmficantly influenced by Spenser are

not those who have attempted to use his stanza, which is

immitable. The second greatest accomphshment of the age

was the lyric; and the lyric of Shakespeare and Campion-

owes Its beauty not primarily to its use of rhyme or to its

perfection of a Verse form’, but to the fact that it is written

to musical form; it is written to be sung. Shakespeare’s

knowledge of music is hardly hkely to have been compar-

able to Campion’s; but in that age a writer could hardly

escape knowmg a httle. I can hardly conceive such a song as

Come away death bemg written except m collaboration

with the musician.^ But, to return to Campion and Darnel,

^When. Mr. Dnnkwater says {Vtctomn Poetry) 'there is now no new

verse form to be discoveredm Enghsh’ it is his own conception ofform

that precludes novelty He really means 'there can be no new verse

form exactly like the old ones’—or like what he thinks the old ones

are See a curious book on the relation of poetry to music, mtended

for readers with no techmcal knowledge of music. Magic ofMelody,

by John Murray Gibbon (Dent)

^Thc real superiority of Shakespeare’s songs over Campion’s is not to

be found, so to speak, mtemahy, but m their setting, I have elsewhere

commented upon the mtense dramatic value of Shakespeare’s songs at

the points where they occurm the plays
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I consider the controversy important, not because cither

was quite nght or wrong, but because it is a part of the

struggle between native and foreign elements as the result

ofwhich our greatest poetry was created. Campion pushed

to an extreme a theory which he did not lumself often

practise, but the fact that people could then think along

such hues is significint.

The essay of Sidney m which occur the passages ndicul-

ing the contemporary stage, so frequently quoted, may

have been composed as early as 1580; at any rate, was com«

posed before the great plays of the age were written. We
can hardly suppose that the writer who m passmg showed

not only a hvely appreciation of Chevy Chase, but also of

Chaucer, singhng for mention what is Chaucer’s greatest

poem—TroilHS—would have been impercepove of the ex-

cellence of Shakespeare. But when we think of the mulu-

tude of bad plays, and the number of precious but imper-

fect plays, which Sidney did not hve to read or see per-

formed, we cannot deny that his lamentations have some

appheanon to the' whole period. We are apt, in thinkmg of

the age of Shakespeare, to imagine somethmg hke a fertile

field m which tares and fine wheat luxuriated, in which the

former could not have been eradicated without risk to the

latter. Let both grow together until the harvest. I am not

inchned to deny the exceptional number of writers of real

poetic and dramatic gemus; but I cannot help regrettmg

that some of their best plays are no better than they are.

‘So faUeth it out,’ says Sidney, ‘that having mdeed no right

Comedy, m that comical part ofour Tragedy we have no-

thing but scurrihty, unworthy of any chaste ears, or some
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extreme show of doltishness, indeed fit to hft up a loud

laughter, and nothing else.’ He is perfecdy right. The

Changeling is only a sohtary example m its extreme con-

trast between the grandeur of the main plot and the nause-

ousness of the secondary plot from which it has its title.

The plays ofMarston and Heywood—the latter a writer of

some theatneal abihty, the former considerably more

—

are similarly disfigured. In The Witch ofEdmonton we have

the odd spectacle of a play containing comic and tragic

elements, each pretty certainly contributed by a different

writer, each rising at moments to great heights m its own

kind, but very imperfectly welded; I find the readjustments

of mood required m this play very trymg. Now the desire

for ‘comic rehef ’ on the part of an audience is, I beheve, a

permanent cravmg of human nature; but that does not

mean that it is a craving that ought to be gratified. It springs

from a lack of the capacity for concentration. Farce and

love-romances, especially if seasoned with scabrousness,

are the two forms ofentertamment upon which the human

mmd can most easily, lovingly and for the longest time

maintain its attention; but we hke s^ine farce as a rehef

from our sentiment, however salacious, and some senti-

ment as a rehef from our farce, however broad. The

audience which can keep its attention fixed upon pure

tragedy or pure comedy is much more highly developed.

The Atheman stage got rehef through the chorus, and

perhaps some ofits tragedy may have held attention largely

by its sensationahsm. To my mmd, Racine’s Berenice repre-

sents about the summit of civihsauon m tragedy; and it is,

in a way, a Chnstian tragedy, with devotion to the State
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subsatuted for devotion to divine law. The dramatic poet

who can engross the reader’s or the auditor’s attention

during the space of a Birenice is the most civihsed drama-

mt—though not necessarily the greatest, for there are other

qualities to consider.

My point IS this: that the Ehzabethan drama did tend to

approach that unity offeeling which Sidney desires. From

the tragedy or history m which the coimc element was

Simply left blank to be supphed by some clown favoured by

the pit (as some ofthe farce m Faustus is supposed to be an

abbreviation ofthe gags ofone comedian), the drama grew

to matunty, m, for example, Coriolanus, Volpone, and in a

later generauon The Way ofthe World. And it did this, not

because doale dramansts obeyed the wishes of Sidney, but

because the improvements advocated by Sidney happened

to be those which a maturmg civihsation would make for

Itself. The doctnne of Unity of Sentiment, in fact, happens

to be nght. And I dunk, m passing, that simply because we

have been inchned to accept the ‘comic rehef’ notion as a

kmd offixedlaw ofEhzabethan drama, we have sometimes

misunderstood the mtenuon of the dramatist: as, for m-

stance, in treatmg Thefew ofMalta as a huffe-snuffe grand

tragedy disfigured by clowmsh irrelevancies of doubtful

taste, we have missed its pomt.

Some objectors may brmg forward Shakespeare either

as a triumphant exception to this theory or as a triumphant

refutation ofit. I know well how difficult it is to fit Shake-

speare mto any theory, especially if it be a theory about

Shakespeare; and I cannot here undertake a complete

justification, or enter upon all the quahfications that the
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theory requires. But we start with ‘comic relief^ as a prac-

tical necessity of the time for the writer who had to make

his hving by writmg plays. What is really mteresting is

what Shakespeare made of this necessity, I think that when

we turn to Henry IV we often feel that what we want to

re-read and hnger over are the Falstaff episodes, rather than

the pohtical highfalutm of the Kmg’s party and its adver-

sanes. That is an error. As we read from Part I to Part II

and see Falstaff, not merely gluttomsmg and playmg pranks

indifferent to affairs of State, but leadmg his band of con-

scripts and conversing with local magnates, we find that the

rehef has become serious contrast, and that pohtical satire

issues from it. In Henry V the two elements are stiU more

fused, so that we have not merely a chromcle ofkings and

queens, but a umversal comedy m which aU the actors take

part in one event. But it is not in the histories, plays of a

transient and unsatisfactory type, that we find the comic

relief most nearly taken up into a higher umty of feehng.

In Twelfth Night andA Midsummer Nighfs Dream the farcical

element is an essential to a pattern more complex and

elaborate that any constructed by a dramatist before or

smce. The Knocking on the Gate in Macbeth has been cited

too often for me to caU attention to it; less hackneyed is the

scene upon Pompey’s galley m Antony and Cleopatra. This

scene is not only m itself a prodigious piece of pohtical

satire

—

‘A beares the third part ofthe world, man . .

.’

but IS a key to everything that precedes and follows. To

demonstrate this pomt to your satisfacaon would, I know,
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require a whole essay to itself. Here, I can only affirm that

for me the violence of contrast between the tragic and the

comic, the subhme and the batheac, in the plays of Shake-

speare, disappears m Ins maturmg work; I only hope that

a comparison of The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet and Tk

Tempest will lead others to the same conclusion. I was once

under censure for suggesting that m Hamlet Shakespeare

was dcalmg with ‘mtractable material’- my words were

even interpreted as maintaimng that Coriolanus is a greater

play than Hamlet. I am not very much interestedm deciding

which play ofShakespeare is greater than which other; be-

cause I am more and more mterested, notm one play or an-

other, but in Shakespeare’s work as a whole. I do not think

It any derogation to suggest that Shakespeare did not always

succeed: such a suggestion would imply a very narrow view

of success. His success must always be reckoned under-

standmg ofwhat he attempted; and I beheve tliat to admit

his parual failures is to approach the recognition of his real

greatness more closely than to hold that he was always

granted plenary mspiration. I do not pretend that I thmk

Measure for Measure, or Troilus and Cressida, or All’s Well

That Ends Well, to be a whoEy ‘successful’ play; but ifany

one of Shakespeare’s plays were omitted we should not be

able to understand the rest as well as we do. In such plays, we

must consider not only the degree of mufication of all the

elements mto a ‘umty of sennment’, but the quahty and

kind ofthe emotions to be miified, and the elaborateness of

the pattern ofunification.

This consideration may appear to have carried us far

away from Sidney’s simple assertion about the decorum to
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be observed in excluding extraneous matter; but we arc

really with him all the time. So much, for the present, for

the Umty of Sentiment. But Sidney is orthodox m laws

snll more diiSicult to observe; for he says roundly, ‘the stage

should represent but one place, and the uttermost time pre-

supposed m It should be, both by Aristotle’s precept and

common reason, but one day.’ This umty ofplace and time

IS a stumbling-block so old that we think it long smce worn

away: a law, hke some others, so umversally violated, that,

like the herome ofHood,

‘We thought it dymg when it slept

And sleeping when it died.’

But my pomt is simply that the umties differ radically from

human legislationm that they are laws ofnature, and a law

of nature, even when it is a law of human nature, is quite

another thing from a human law. The kmd of hterary law

in which Aristotle was interested was not law that he laid

down, but law that he discovered. The laws {not rules) of

unity of place and time remain vahd m that every play

which observes them in so far as its material allows is m that

respect and degree superior to plays which observe them

less. I bcheve that m every play m which they are not

observed we only put up with their violation because we

feel that something is gained which we could not have if

the law were observed. This is not to establish another law.

There is no other law possible. It is merely to recogmsc that

m poetry as m life our business is to make the best of a bad

job. Furthermore, we must observe that the Unities are not

three separate laws. They are three aspects of one law: we
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may violate the law ofUnity ofPlace more flagrantly ifwc

preserve the law of Umty ofTime, or vice versa; we may

violate both ifwe observe more closely the law ofUmty of

Sentiment.

We start, most of us, with an unconscious prejudice

agamst the Umties— mean, we arc unconscious of the

large element m our feehng wbch is mere ignorance and

mere prejudice. I mean that English-speaking peoples have

immediate and mtimate experience of great plays m which

the Unities are grossly violated, and perhaps of inferior

plays in which they are more nearlyobserved. Furthermore,

we have a natural, mevitable and largely justifiable sym-

pathy with the hterature ofour own country and language,

and we have had the Umties so rubbed mto us, when we

studied Greek or French drama, that we may think it is be-

cause of the unfamihar dramatic form that we do not care

for them so much as we care for Shakespeare. But it isjust as

hkely that we do not care for them because they represent

the genius ofan ahen people and a foreign tongue, and hence

are prejudiced agamst the dramatic form. I beheve that

those plays of Shakespeare which approximate more nearly

to observation ofthe Umties are in that respect better plays; I

would even go so far as to say that the King ofDenmark,

m sendmg Hamlet to England, was attemptmg to violate

the Unity of Acnon. a crime far worse, for a man m his

position, than attempted murder. And what I have denorm-

nated Unity of Sentiment is only a shghtly larger term than

Umty ofAction.

Umty, says Batcher, m his edition ofthe Poetics, is mam-
fested mainly m two ways.
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‘First, in the causal connexion that binds together the

several parts of a play—the thoughts, the emotions, the

decisions of the will, the external events bemg inextric-

ably interwoven. Secondly, in the fact that the whole senes

of events, with all the moral forces that are brought into

colhsion, are directed to a smgle end. The action as it

advances converges on a definite point. The thread ofpur-

pose runmng through it becomes more marked. All mmor

effects are subordmated to the sense of an ever-growmg

umty. The end is hnked to the beginning with inevitable

certainty, and in the end we discern the meamng of the

whole.’

It should be obvious that the observance of this Unity

must lead us, given certam dramatic material otherwise

highly valuable, mevitably to violation of the Umties of

Place and Time.^ As for Time, Aristotle only remarks

rather casually that the usual practice oftragedy was to con-

fine Itself, so far as possible, to the action of twenty-four

hours. The only modern author who has succeeded m
observmg this Umty exactly is Mr. James Joyce; and he has

done so with only shght deviation from the Umty ofPlace,

as the action all takes place m or near the town of Dublm,

and Dublm is a contributmg cause ofthe umty ofthe whole

book. But Sir Phihp Sidney, with the weight of Itahan

criticism upon his back, and probably not having read

Aristotle so deeply as he had read Latm authors and Itahan

critics widely, only went a htde too far: he was right m
prmciple, and he was justified in his strictures upon the

^The authonty for the Umty of Place is usually held to be Castcl-

vetro. This is not, ofcourse, an Aristotehan doctrine.
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drama of his day. A greater critic than Sidney, the greatest

cnac ofhis time, BenJonson, says wisely:

‘I know nothmg can conduce more to letters, than to

examine the wntmgs of the Ancients, and not to rest in

their sole authority, or take all upon trust from them; pro-

vided the plagues of judging, and pronouncmg against

them, be away; such as envy, bitterness, precipitation,

impudence, and scurrile scoffing. For to all the observations

of the Ancients, we have our own experience; which, ifwe
will use and apply, we have better means to pronounce.

It IS true they opened the gates, and made the way that

went before us; but as gmdes, not commanders.’

And fiirther

:

‘Let Aristode and others have their dues; but if we can

, why
are we envied?’

It was natural that a member of the Countess of Pem-
broke’s circle, wnting while popular hterature was still

mostly barbarous, should be more fearful and mtolerant

than BenJonson, writmg towards the end of his days, with

a rich creative past in retrospect, and reviewing his own
great work. I do not pretend that Sidney’s criticism made
any more impression upon the form which later poetic

drama took than did, say, the example of Greville, Daniel

or Alexander. The chiefchannel through which the Coun-
tess of Pembroke s circle may have affected the course of
English poetry is the great avihsing influence of Spenser.

Spenser exercised great influence upon Marlowe; Mar-
lowe first showed what could be done with dramauc blank
verse, and Marlowe’s great disciple Milton showed what
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could be done with blank verse in a long poem. So great

the influence of Spenser seems to me, that I should say that

without it we might not have had the finest developments

ofblank verse. Such a denvation in itselfshould be enough

to rescue the Countess of Pembroke’s fnends and relatives

from obscurity, enough to dignify their cnttcal efforts, to

raise them from the ignominy of wealthy well-born

amateurs of the arts, or obscurantist supporters of a fastid-

ious and sterile classicism.

So much for the two real problems of specific mterest

which occupied the attenaon of Ehzabethan critics: the

problem of dramatic form and the problem of verse

technique. Of the fashion set by Sidney, the panegyric

of poetry and the poet, I shall have more to say when I

come to contrast it with the laudation of the Poet by

Shelley, and with, so to speak, his ordmauon by Matthew

Arnold. Puttenham and Webbe play chorus to Sidney.

Poetry, we are repeatedly told, is ‘makmg’, and we are re-

minded that TTotelv means to make. Lip-service is paid to

the Aristotehan ‘imitation’, but none of the waters of the

period seems to have penetrated very deeply into the

notion of mimesis. The opimons of Plato and Aristotle are

garbled hke a judicious adverasement selecuon from a

book-review. Webbe would have us believe that Plato and

Aristotle join m supposmg ‘all wisdom and knowledge

to be included mysttcally in that divine mstinction where-

with they thought their vates to be inspired’. The notion of

divine inspirauon is made the most of. The poet expresses

both divme and worldly truth, and exerts moral influence

—^hcre ‘imitaaon’ is brought in again. Fmally, the poet
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gives dehght, and in effect helps materially to maintam and

to raise tie level of culture; no court is glorious without

Tiiitij and no people great which has no poets. Interspersed

in the discourses of Sidney, Puttenham and Webbe are

some acute observauons; and Puttenham’s prefatory note

on Speech is most mteresting. I am not concerned with

these, or with the circumstances m which these essays were

brought forth; though I may be allowed to offer a word of

thanks, m passmg, to Gosson because his School of Abuse

provoked them. It is, however, worthy of remembrance

that these critical treatises appearedjust before the begmnmg

ofthe great age; so that ifthey are a sign ofanythmg, it is of

growth and not ofdecay.

And m these simple effusions we have m embryo the

cntical questions which were to be discussed much later.

To talk of poets as makers and as inspired docs not get us

very far, and this notion ofmspiration need not be pressed

for hteralness; but it shows some perception ofthe question:

‘how does the makmg of poetry come about?’ To talk

vaguely of poets as philosophers does not get us very far

either, but it is the simplest reply to the question; ‘what is

the content of poetry?’ Similarly with the account of

poetry m its high moral purpose, the question of the rela-

tion of art and ethics appears, and finally, m the simple

assertions that poetry gives high dehght and adorns society

IS some awareness of the problem of the relation of the

poem to the reader and the place of poetry m society.

Once you have started you cannot stop. And these people

started before Shakespeare.

I shall have spoken to no purpose if I have given the
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impression that I wish simply to affirm the importance

of a neglected, or rather behttled group ofhterary people

whose taste is supposed to have been counter to that

of the age. Had that been my mtention I should have

adopted a different scheme of treatment, dealt with them

severally, and m particular have had somethmg to say

about the special importance ofJohn Lyly m the develop-

ment ofEnghsh prose and ofproper comedy. My purpose

has been rather to determine the relation of the critical

currents to the general stream of creative activity. In that

form of historical survey which is not concerned with the

total movement ofliterature, but with—on the lowest level

—mere readabihty, and which aims to tell us what works

we can still enjoy, which emphasises those books which

men have found it worth their while to contmue to read

and which are valuable to us irrespective of their historical

position, some of these writers are properly ignored. The

works of Sir Phihp Sidney, excepting a few sonnets, are not

among those to which one can return for perpetual re-

freshment; the Arcadia is a monument ofdulness. But I have

wished to affirm that in lookmg at the period with an

interest m the development of the critical consciousness m
and towards poetry, you cannot dissociate one group of

people from another; you cannot draw a hue and say

here is backwater, here is the mam stream. In the drama,

we seem to have on the one hand almost the whole body

ofmen of letters, a crowd of scholars commg down from

Oxford and Cambridge to pick a poor hving m London,

needy and often almost desperate men of talent; and on

the other an alert, curious, semi-barbarous pubhc, fond
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of beer and bawdry, including mucli the same sort of

people whom one encounters m the local outlymg theatres

to-day, craving cheap amusement to thriU their emotions,

arouse their mirth and sansfy their cunosity; and between

the entertamers and the entertamed a fundamental homo-

geneity of race, of sense of humour and sense of right and

wrong. The worst fault that poetry can commit is to be

dull, and the Elizabethan dramatists were more or less

frequently saved from dulness or galvanised mto anima-

tion by the necessity to amuse. Their hvehhood depended

upon It: they had to amuse or starve.



THE AGE OF DRYDEN
December 2nd, 1932

I
n my previous lecture I was concerned with the Ehza-

bethan critical inmd expressing itself before the greater

part of the great hterature of the age had been written

Between them and Dryden occurs one great critical mmd,

that of a great poet whose critical writing appears to be-

long to qmte the end of the period. If I treated Ben Jon-

son’s opinions with complete respect, I should condemn

myself for speaking or writing at all; for he says roundly,

‘tojudge ofpoets is only the faculty ofpoets; and not of all

poets, but the best*. Nevertheless, though I am not a good

enough poet to judge ofjonson, I have already tried to do

so, and cannot now make matters worse. Between Sidney

and Campion m the latter part of the sixteenth century,

andJonson writing towards the end of his hfe, the greatest

period of English poetry is comprehended; and the

maturing of the English mind in this time is well seen by

readmg the treatises of Sidney and bs contemporaries, and

then the Discoveries ofjonson. He called bs Discoveries also

Timber, and it is amber with much undergrowth and dead

wood m It, but also livmg trees, b some places, Jonson

docs but express m a more adult style the same common-

places. About pcfctry:

‘The study of it (ifwe will trust Aristotle) offers to man-
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kind a certain rule, and pattern ofliving well, and happily;

disposing us to all civil offices of society. Ifwe will believe

TuUy, It nourished!, and mstructeth, our youth; delights

our age; adorns our prosperity; comforts our adversity;

entertains us at home, keeps us company abroad, travails

with us, watches, divides the time of our earnest, and

sports; shares m our country recesses, and recreations; inso-

much as the wisest and best learned have thought her the

absolute mistress ofmanners, and nearest ofkm to virtue.’

This list of the merits of poetry, with its condmonal

references to Aristotle and Tully, has the quaintness of a

generation near to Montaigne, and is no more convincing

than a patent medicme circular; and it has some of the

heavy sententiousness of Francis Bacon. Secondary to the

senous advantages to be derived from poetry, comes the

assurance that poetry gives pleasure, or, as he says, gmdes us

by the hand of action, with a ravislimg dehght, and in-

credible sweemess. The questions imphed are, as I said to-

wards the end ofmy last lecture, among those fundamental

to cnncism; Jonson has put themm a riper style than that

of the critics who wrote in his youth, but he has not

advanced the enqmry. The authority of antiqmty, and the

assent of our prejudices, are enough. It is rather in his

practical cntiasm— mean here not so much his critiasm

ofmdividual writers, but lus advice to the pracationer—that

Jonson has made progress. He reqmres m the poet, first, ‘a

goodness of natural wit’. ‘To this perfection of nature in

our poet, we require exercise ofthose parts, and frequent.’

His third reqmsite m a poet pleases me especially: ‘The

third requisitem our poet, or maker, is Imitation, to be able
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to convert the substances, or riches of another poet, to his

own use/ When we come to a passage beginning ‘In

writing there is to be regarded the Invention, and the

Fashion’ we may, if we have already read some later

critics, expect more than we get. For so far as I understand

him Jonson means notlimg more than that before you

write you must have something to write about, which is a

mamfest truth frecjuently ignored both by those who are

trymg to learn to write and by some of those who en-

deavour to teach writing. But when we compare such pas-

sages as these fromJonson with the passage which I quoted

from Dryden m my first lecture, we feel that^n Dryden we

meet for the first time a man who is speaking to us. It is

from a critical essay written before Dryden had really

found out how to write poetry, but it is somethmg very

different from an appeal to the ancients; it is really analy-

ticah I will presume to quote it again for the purpose of

closer exammation:

‘The first happiness of the poet’s imagination is properly

mvention, or the finding ofthe thought, the second is fancy,

or the variation, derivmg, or mouldmg of that thought, as

thejudgement represents it proper to the subject; the third

is elocution, or the art of clothing and adornmg that

thought, as found and varied, m apt, significant, and sound-

mg words, the quickness of the imagination is seen m the

mvention, the fertility m the fancy, and the accuracy in the

expression.’

‘Fmdmg of the thought’ does not mean findmg a copy-

book maxim, or starting with a synopsis of what we are

gomg to put into verse, findmg an ‘idea’ which is later to
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be ‘clothed and adorned’ m a rather literal interpretation of

the metaphor. It corresponds to the mception ofany piece

ofimaginative writmg. It is not castmg about for a subject,

upon which, when found, the ‘imagmaaon’ is to be exer-

cised; for we must remark that ‘mvendon’ is the first

momentm a process only the whole ofwhich Dryden calls

‘imaginauon, and no less than the whole ofwhich corre-

sponds to the celebrated and admirable account of imagm-

ation given by Shakespeare in A Midsummer Night's Dream.

‘Invention’ m the sense used here by Dryden does not seem

to me to be properly covered by the New English Dic-

tionary, which quotes this very passage m support of the

foUowmg defimtion: ‘The devismg of a subject, idea, or

method oftreatment, by exercise ofthe mtellect or imagm-

ation.’ The words ‘mtellect or imagmation’ strike me as a

burkmg of the question: if there is a clear distinction be-

tween mvention by exercise of mtellect and mvention by

exercise ofimagmation, then two defimtions are called for;

and if there is no diBFerence between mtellectual and

imagmative mvention there can hardly be much difference

between imagmaaon and mtellect. But Dryden is talking

expressly about imaginatton, not about intellect. Further-

more, the word ‘devising’ suggests the dehberate putting

together out of materials at hand; whereas I beheve that

Dryden’s ‘mvention’ mcludes the sudden irruption of the

germ of a new poem, possibly merely as a state of feeling.

His ‘mventton’ is surely a findmg, a trouvaille. ‘Fancy’ re-

presents the conscious elaboraaon of the original donnde—
I prefer not to call that which is found by invention by the

name of ‘idea’; and fancy, I beHeve, covers also the con-
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scious and deliberate uniting of several inventions m one

poem. ‘Vanation, derivmg, or mouldmg of that thought’,

Dryden calls it. ‘Variation’ and ‘moulding’ are, I thinW,

pretty clear; ‘denvmg’ is more difficult. I think that the

definition 3B in the N.E.D. comes pretty close to it* ‘To

extend by branches or modifications.’ Fancy is an activity

of the imagmation rather than of the mtellect, but is

necessarily m part an mtellectual activity, masmuch as it

IS a ‘moulding of the thought as judgement represents it

proper’. Dryden does not, I believe, necessarily imply that

the ‘third happiness’ ofpoeac imaginauon, ‘elocuUon’, is a

third act, I mean, that the act of finding the proper words,

‘clothmg and adorning’ the thought, begins only after the

operaaon of fancy is complete. In fancy the findmg of the

words seems to me already to have begun; that is, fancy is

pardy verbal; nevertheless, the work of elocution, ‘cloth-

mg and adornmg m apt, significant and sounding words’,

IS the last to be completed. Observe that ‘soundmg’ here

means what we, just as approximately, should be hkely to

call ‘musical’; the findmg of the words and the order of

words expressive ofthe underlying mood which belongs to

the mvention. (Shakespeare’s great hnem King Lear,

Never, never, never, never, never,

IS just as sounding as Poe’s hne admired by Ernest Dowson,

The viol, the violet and the vme.)

We are hable, I think, to underrate Dryden’s critical

analyses, by assuming that they only apply to the kind of

poetry that he writes himself; and thus we may overlook

his meanmg, as of the word ‘invention’. Even if Drydcn’s
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poetry seems to us of a peculiar, and, as it has seemed to

many, a pecuharly unpoetic type, we need not conclude

that his mind operated quite differently from those of

poets at other periods; and we must remember his catholic

and discnimnatmg taste m poetry.

I do not need, I think, to quote again here the passage

from Coleridge which I quoted in contrast to that of

Dryden, because I do not propose to examme it so narrowly.

You will have observed the more developed etymological

sense I am not sure that Coleridge has made as satisfactory

an analysis as that ofDryden. The distinction is too simple.

The last sentence, ‘Mdton has a highly imaginative, Cow-

ley a very fanciful mmd,’ should be enough to arouse

suspicion. It represents a course of argument which is

specious. You assert a distmction, you select two authors

who illustrate it to your satisfacuon, and you ignore the

negauve instances or dhEcult cases. IfColeridge had written,

‘Spenser had a highly imaginative, Donne a very fanciful

mmd,’ the assumed superiority of imagination to fancy

might not appear quite so immediately convmcmg. Not

only Cowley, but all the metaphysical poets, had very

fanciful mmds, and ifyou removed the fancy and left only

imagmauon, as Colendge appears to use these terms, you

would have no metaphysical poetry. The distinction is

admittedly a distmction of value; the term ‘fancy’ is really

made derogatory, just apphcable to clever verse that you

do not like.

Between Dryden, and Wordsworth and Coleridge the

one great critical mmd is that ofJohnson. After Dryden,

and before Johnson, there is much just criticism, but no
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great criuc. The inferiority of common minds to great

IS more painfully apparent in those modest exercises of the

nimd m which common sense and sensibikty are needed,

thanm their failure to ascend to the higher flights ofgemus.

Addison is a conspicuous example of tins embarrassmg

mediocrity, and he is a symptom of the age which he

announced. The difference between the temper of the

eighteenth century and that ofthe seventeenth is profound.

Here, for example, is Addison on the subject on which we

have already heard Dryden and Coleridge, the Imagma-

tion;

‘There are few words in the English language which are

employed m a more loose and uncircumscnbed sense than

those of the fancy and the imagination, I therefore thought

It necessary to fix and determine the notion of these two

words, as I intend to make use ofthem in the thread ofmy
following speculations, that the reader may conceive

rightly what is the subject which I proceed upon

It is perhaps as well to warn you that Addison is a writer

towards whom I feel something very like antipathy. It

seems to me that even in these few words the smugness and

priggishness of the man appear. Ofan age durmg which the

Church sank to an unlovehness unequalled before or smee,

Addison was one of the most apposite ornaments, he pos-

sessed the Christian virtues, and all m the wrong order:

humihty was the least of his attamments. It would seem,

from this account of Taney’ and ‘imagination’, that Addi-

son had never read, certainly never pondered, Dryden’s

remarks upon the subject. I do not feel sure, however, that

^The June 21st, 1712, No. 411
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this yoking of fancy and imagination by Addison did not

strike the eye of Coleridge, and start him upon bs process

of differentiation. For Dryden ‘imagination’ was the whole

process ofpoeac creauonm which fancy was one element.

Addison starts out to ‘fix and determme’ the notion of the

two words; I cannot find any fixmg or determining of the

word ‘fancy’ m this or the foUowmg essays on the subject;

he IS entirely occupied with the imagmation, and primarily

with the visual imagination, and solely with the visual

imagmauon according to Mr. Locke. That is a debt which

he hastens to acknowledge: he pays a handsome testimonial

to the scientific truths which Locke has estabhshed. Alas,

philosophy is not science, nor is hterary criticism; and it is

an elementary error to thmk that we have discovered as

objective laws what we have merely imposed by private

legislation.

It is cunous to find the old notions of dehght and in-

strucuon, with which the sixteenth century defended

poetry, cropping up agam m a form typical of the age of

Addison, but hardly with any greater profundity of mean-

ing. Addison observes that:

‘A man of a pohte imagmation is let mto a great many

pleasures that the vulgar are not capable of receiving. He

can converse with a picture, and find an agreeable com-

pamon m a statue. He meets with a secret refreshment in a

description, and often finds a greater satisfaction m the

prospect of fields and meadows, than another does m the

possession.*

The cightccnth-century emphases are illuminating. In-

stead of the courtier, we have the man of pohte imagm-
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aaon. I suppose that Addison is what one would describe as

a gentleman; as one might say, no better than a gentleman.

His notion of recommending imagmanon, because it

enables you to enjoy a statue or a piece of property with-

out having to put your hand in your pocket to pay for it,

is a very happy thought indeed. And gendeman as he is, he

has a very low opmion ofthose who are not genteel:

‘There are indeed but very few who know how to be

idle and innocent, or have a relish ofany pleasures that are

not crimmal.’

Tell that, we might add, to the Unemployed. The par-

ticular exammation of Addison may be left to Mr. Saints-

bury, whose History of Criticism is always dehghtful,

generally useful, and most often right. My mtroducnon of

Addison has not been, however, merely m order to poke

fun at him. What is interesting and relevant to observe in

Addison is not merely deterioration, a deterioration of

society, but of mteresting change. In the same series of

papers on Imagmation he says:

‘It may here be worth our while to exaimne how it

comes to pass that several readers, who are all acquainted

with the same language, and know the meanmg of the

words they read, should nevertheless have a different relish

ofthe same descnptions.*

Addison does not succeed m foUowmg up this very

important question with any very important answer, but

It is suggestive as the first awareness ofthe problem ofcom-

mumcation; and his whole discussion of the nature of

imagination, however frmtless for the purposes of hterary

critiasm, is a very interesting attempt at a general
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aesthetics. Any matter which comes eventually to be the

subject of detailed investigation and specialised labour may

be preceded, long before any fruitful development takes

place, by such random guesses as these, which though not

directly productive of fruitful results mdicate the direction

in which the mmd is movmg.

Addison, although too poor a poet to be strictly com-

parable to the other critics whom I have mentioned and

have to mentton, acquires importance by bemg thoroughly

representative of his age. The history of every branch

of mtellectual activity provides the same record of the

diminution of England from the time of Queen Anne.

It is not so much the mtellect, but sometlnng supenor to

intellect, which went for a long time mto echpse, and this

luminary, by whatever name we may call it, has not yet

wholly issued from its secular obnubilation. The age of

Dryden was stiU a great age, though begmmng to suffer a

death of the spirit, as the coarsemng of its verse-rhythms

shows, by the time of Addison theology, devotion and

poetry fell fast mto a formahstic slumber. Addison is de-

fimtcly a writer for a middle class, a bourgeois hterary

dictator. He was a popular lecturer. To him poetry meant

dehght and edification in a new way. Johnson has here, in

his own language, fixed admirably the difference between

Dryden and Addison as directors oftaste:

‘Dryden has, not many years before, scattered criticism

over his prefaces with very httle parsimony, but though he

sometimes condescended to be somewhat famihar, his

manner was in general too scholastic for those who had yet

their rudiments to leam, and found it not easy to under-
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Stand their master. His observauons were framed rather for

those that were learnmg to write, than for those that read

only to talk.

'An mstructor hke Addison was now wanting, whose

remarks, being superficial, might be easily understood, and

bemg just, might prepare the mind for more attainments.

Had he presented Paradise Lost to the pubhc with all the

pomp ofsystem and severity ofscience, the criticism would

perhaps have been admired, and the poem still have been

neglected; but by the blandishments ofgentleness and facil-

ity he has made Milton an universal favourite, with whom
readers ofevery class think it necessary to be pleased.’

It was still then, apparently, a not unlettered period, in

which readers of any class could think it necessary to be

pleased with Paradise Lost But the usual classification of

Dryden, Addison and Johnson together as critics of an

Augustan age fails to allow adequately for two differences:

the spiritual deterioration in society between the periods

of the first two, and the remarkable isolation of the third.

It is surely by unconscious irony that we speak of an ‘age

ofJohnson’ as we do of an ‘age of Dryden’ or an ‘age of

Addison’. Lonely in his hfe, Johnson seems to me still

more lonely in his intellectual and moral existence. He could

not even very much like the poetry of his age with which

admirers of the eighteenth century now ‘think it necessary

to be pleased’; ifmore thanjust to Collins, he was no more

than severe to Gray. He himself, I am convmced, is their

superior as a poet, not in sensibihty, not m metrical

dexterity or aptness of phrase, but in a moral elevation just

short ofsubhmity.
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Such writing as Johnson’s Lives of the Poets and his essay

on Shakespeare loses none of its permanence from the con-

sideration that every generation must make its own

appraisal of the poetry of the past, m the hght of the per-

formance of its contemporaries and immediate prede-

cessors, Cnucism of poetry moves between two extremes,

bn the one hand the erme may busy himself so much with

the imphcations of a poem, or of one poet’s work—

imphcations moral, social, rehgious or other—that the

poetry becomes hardly more than a text for a discourse.

Such is the tendency of the morahsmg critics of the mne-

teenth century, to which Landor makes a notable exception.

Or if you suck too closely to the ‘poetry’ and adopt no

attitude towards what the poet has to say, you will tend to

evacuate it of all significance. And furthermore there is a

philosophic borderhne, which you must not transgress too

far or too often, ifyou wish to preserve your standmg as a

crinc, and are not prepared to present yourself as a philo-

sopher, metaphysician, sociologist, or psychologist instead.

Johnson, m these respects, is a type of critical integrity.

Withm his limitations, he is one ofthe great cnucs; and he

is a great enne partly because he keeps within his hmita-

dons. When you know what they are, you know where

you are. Considermg all the temptations to which one is

exposed in judging contemporary writing, all the pre-

judices which one is tempted to mdulge injudging writers

ofthe immediately preceding generauon, I view Johnson’s

Lives of the Poets as a masterpiece of the judicial bench.

His style is not so formally perfect as that of some other

prose writers of his time. It reads often hke the writing of
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a mall who is more habituated to talking than to writing;

he seems to think aloud, and in short breaths, rather than

m the long periods of the Instonan or the orator. His

cnncisni is as salutary against the dogmatic excesses of the

eighteenth century—more mdulged in France than in

England—as it is agamst excessive adulation of mdmdual

poets with their faults as well as virtues. We shall have, in

the mneteenth century, several vagaries to contemplate, of

critics who do not so much practise criticism as make use

ofIt for other purposes ForJolmson poetry was still poetry,

and not another dung. Had he hved a generaaon later, he

would have been obhged to look more deeply into the

foundations, and so would have been unable to leave us an

example of what criticism ought to be for a civihsauon

which, being settled, has no need, wlule it lasts, to enquiie

into the functions of its parts.
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WORDSWORTH AND
COLERIDGE

Decetnher gth, 1932

I
t IS natural, and m so rapid and superficial a review as

this inevitable, to consider the criticism ofWordsworth

and ofColeridge together. But we must keep m mmd how
very different were not only the men themselves, but the

circumstances and motives of the composition of their

prmcipal critical statements. Wordsworth’s Preface to

Lyrical Ballads was written while he was soil in bs youth,

and while bs poetic gemus still had much to do; Coleridge

wrote the Biographia LUteraria much later m hfe, when

poetry, except for that one brief and toucbng lament for

lost youth, had deserted bm, and when the disastrous

effects oflong dissipation and stupe&ction ofbs powers m
transcendental metaphysics were brmgmg bm to a state of

lethargy
.j

With the relation of Coleridge’s thought to

subsequent theological and pohtical development I am

not here concerned. The Biographia is our prmcipal docu-

ment; and m connexion with that there is one piece ofbs

formal verse wbch m its passionate self-revelation rises

almost to the height of great poetry. I mean Dejection:

an Ode.

There was a time when, though my path was rough,

Tbsjoy witbn me dabed with distress,

And all misfortunes were but as the stuff

Whence Fancy made me dream ofhappmess:
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For hope grew round me, like the twining vine,

And fruits and foliage, not my own, seemed mine.

Butnow affliction bows me down to earth:

Nor care I that they rob me ofmy mirth;

But oh! each visitation

Suspends what nature gave me at my birth,

My shapmg spirit ofimagination.

For not to think ofwhat I needs must feel,

But to be still and patient, all I can,

And haply by abstruse research to steal

From my own nature all the natural man

—

This was my sole resource, my only plan.

Till that which suits a part mfects the whole,

Andnow is almost grown the habit ofmy soul.

This ode was written by April 4th, 1802: the Bio-

graphia Litteraria were not pubhshed for fifteen years after

that. The hues strike my ear as one of the saddest of

confessions that I have ever read. When I spoke of Cole-

ridge as druggmg himselfwith metaphysics I was thinking

senously of these his own words: ‘haply by abstruse re-

search to steal from my own nature all the natural man’.

Coleridge was one of those unhappy persons—Donne, I

suspect, was such another—ofwhom one might say, that

ifthey had not been poets, they might have made something

of their hves, might even have had a career; or conversely,

that if they had not been mterested m so many things,

crossed by such diverse passions, diey might have been

great poets It was better for Coleridge, as poet, to read

books of travel and exploration than to read books of

metaphysics and pohtical economy. He did genuinely want
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to read books of metaphysics and political economy, for

he had a certam talent for such subjects. But for a few years

he had been visited by the Muse (I know of no poet to

whom this hackneyed metaphor is better apphcable) and

thenceforth was a haunted man; for anyone who has ever

been visited by the Muse is thenceforth haunted. He had

no vocation for the rchgious hfe, for there again somebody

like a Muse, or a much Inghcr being, is to be invoked, he

was condemned to know that the little poetry he had

written was worth more than all he could do with the rest

of his hfe. The author of Biographia Litteraria was already a

ruined man. Sometimes, however, to be a ‘ruined man is

Itselfa vocation.

Wordsworth, on the other hand, wrote his Preface, as I

have said, while in the plenitude of Ins poetic powers and

while his reputation was still only sustamed by readers of

discernment. And he was of an opposite poetic type to

Coleridge. Whether the bulk ofhis genuine poetic achieve-

ment IS so much greater than Coleridge’s as it appears, is

uncertain. Whether his power and mspiration remained

withhim to the end is, alas, not even doubtful. But Words-

worth had no ghastly shadows at his back, no Eumemdes

to pursue Inm; or if he did, he gave no sign and took no

notice; and he went dronmg on the still sad music of

mfirmity to the verge of the grave. His mspiration never

havmg been of that sudden, fitful and terrifymg kind that

visited Coleridge, he was never, apparently, troubled by

the consciousness of having lost it. As Andre Gide’s

Prometheus said, m the lecture which he gave before a

large audience m Pans: II faut avoir un aigle, Coleridge
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remained m contact with his eagle.^ Neither in detail of

hfe and interest were the two men similar—Wordsworth

mdifferent to books, Coleridge the voracious reader. But

they had thatm common which was more important than

all differences: they were the two most origmal poetic

minds oftheir generation. Their influence upon each other

was considerable; though probably the influence ofWords-

worth upon Coleridge, durmg their brief period of ulti-

mate associauon, was greater than that of Coleridge upon

Wordsworth This reciprocal influence would hardly have

been possible to such a degree without another mfluence

which held the two men together, and affected both of

them more deeply than either knew, the mfluence of a

great woman. No woman has ever played so important a

part in the hves of two poets at once— mean their poenc

hves—as did Dorothy Wordsworth.

The emphasis upon the differences of mmd, tempera-

ment and character ofthe two men must be all the greater

because their critical statements must be read together. In

some respects there is of course, as would be expected, a

conscious difference of opinion. Wordsworth wrote his

Preface to defend his own manner of writmg poetry, and

Coleridge wrote the Biographia to defend Wordsworth’s

poetry; or m part he did. I must confine myself to two

pomts. One is Coleridge’s doctrme of fancy and imagma-

uon; the other is that on which Coleridge and Wordsworth

made common cause: their new theory ofpoetic diction.

Let me take up the latter pomt first. In this matter of

poetic diction, it is at first very hard to understand what all

the fuss is about. Wordsworth’s poems had met with no
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worse reception than verse ofsuch novelty is accustomed to

receive I myselfcan remember a time when some question

of ‘poetic diction’ was m the air; when Ezra Pound issued

his statement that ‘poetry ought to be as well written as

prose’; and when he and I and our colleagues were men-

tioned by a water in The Morning Post as ‘hterary bol-

sheviks’ and by Mr. Arthur Waugh (with a point which

has always escaped me) as ‘drunken helots’. But I think that

we beheved that we were affirimng forgotten standards,

rather than settmg up new idols.;' Wordsworth, when he

said that his purpose was ‘to imitate, and as far as possible,

to adopt, the very language of men’, was only saymg m
other words what Dryden had said, and fightmg the batde

which Dryden had fought; and Mr. Garrod, m calhng

attenuon to this fact, seems to me intemperate in assertmg

that Dryden had never made real to himself ‘two vital

considerations: first, that such language must express

passion, and secondly, that it must base itselfm just obser-

vauon’. Dryden among the shades might meditate upon

Mr. Garrod’s concepaon of passion and observation. And

on the other hand, as has also been pomted out, first by

Coleridge himself in the Biographia, Wordsworth by no

means worried liimselfto excess in observing his own prm-

ciples. ‘The language of the middle and lower classes of

society’^ IS of course perfectly proper when you are repre-

senting dramatically the speech of these classes, and then no

other language is proper; similarly when you arc represent-

ing dramatically the language of the upper classes; but on

^What was Wordsworth’s conception of the language of the upper

classes of society?
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other occasions, it is not the business ofthe poet to talk like

any class of society, but hke bmself—rather better, wc

hope, than any actual class, though when any class of

society happens to have the best word, phrase or expletive

for anything, then the poet is entitled to it As for the cur-

rent style of writing when the Lyrical Ballads appeared, it

was what any style of writing becomes when it falls into

the hands of people who cannot even be called medio-

crities True, Gray was overrated, but then Johnson had

come down on Gray with a deadlier force than Words-

worth could exert. And Donne has seemed to us, in recent

years, as striking a pecuharly conversational style; but did

Wordsworth or Coleridge acclaim Donne? No, when it

came to Donne—and Cowley—you will find that Words-

worth and Coleridge were led by the nose by Samuel

Johnson, they were just as eighteenth century as anybody,

except that where the eighteenth century spoke of lack

of elegance the Lake poets found lack of passion. And

much of the poetry of Wordsworth and Coleridge is

just as turgid and artificial and elegant as any eighteenth

century die-hard could wish. What then was all the fuss

about?

There really was something to make a fuss about. I do

not know whether Professor Garrod has grasped it, but if

so he seems to ignore it, Professor Harper^, however, seems

to have it by the right lug. There is a remarkable letter of

Wordsworth’s m i8oi which he wrote to Charles James

Fox in sendmg him a copy of the Ballads, You will find

a long extract from this letter in Professor Harper’s book

^In his Life ofWordsworth.
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I quote one sentence* In commending his poems to the

fashionable politician’s attention Wordsworth says:

‘Recently by the spreading of manufactures through

every part ofthe country, by the heavy taxes upon postage,

by workhouses, houses of industry, and the mvention of

soup shops, etc., superadded to the mcreasmg dispropor-

tion between the price oflabour and that of the necessaries

of life, the bonds of domestic feekng among the poor, as

far as the influence of these things has extended, have been

weakened, and in innumerable instances entirely destroyed/

Wordsworth then proceeds to expound a doctrine which

nowadays is called distributism. And Wordsworth was not

merely taking advantage of an opportunity to lecture a

rather disreputable statesman and rouse him to useful activ-

ity, he was seriously explaming the content and purpose of

his poems: without this preamble Mr. Fox could hardly be

expected to make head or tail of the Idiot Boy or the sailor’s

parrot. You may say that tins public spirit is irrelevant to

Wordsworth’s greatest poems; nevertheless I beheve that

you will understand a great poem hke Resolution and Inde-

pendence better if you understand the purposes and social

passions which animated its author; and unless you under-

stand these you will misread Wordsworth’s hterary

criticism entirely. Incidentally, those who speak ofWords-

worth as the origmal Lost Leader (a reference which

Browmng, as I remember, demed) should make pause and

consider that when a man takes politics and social affairs

seriously the difference between revolution and reaction

may be by the breadth of a hair, and that Wordsworth may

possibly have been no renegade but a man who thought, so
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far as he thought at all, for himself. But it is Wordsworth’s

social mterest that mspires his own novelty of form m.

verse, and backs up his exphcit remarks upon poetic diction;

and It is really this social mterest which (consciously or not)

the fuss was all about. It was not so much from lack of

thought as from warmth of feelmg that Wordsworth

onginaUy wrote the words ‘the language of conversation

m imddle and lower class society’. It was not from any re-

cantation of pohtical prmciples, but from havmg had it

brought to his attention that, as a general hterary prmciple,

this would never do, that he altered them. Where he wrote

‘my purpose was to imitate, and as far as possible, to adopt,

the very language of men’ he was saymg what no serious

critic could disapprove.

Except on this pomt of diction, and that of ‘choosmg

mcidents from common hfe’, Wordsworth is a most

orthodox cntic. It is true that he uses the word ‘enthusiasm’

which the eighteenth century did not like, butm the matter

of mimesis he is more deeply Aristotehan than some who

have aimed at followmg Anstotle more closely. He says of

the poet:

‘To these quahties he has added a disposition to be

affected more than other men by absent thmgs as if they

were present; an abdity ofconjuring upm himselfpassions,

which aremdeed far from bemg the same as those produced

by real events, yet (especially m those parts of the general

sympathy which are pleasing and delightful) do more

nearly resemble the passions produced by real events, than

anything which, from the motions of their own minds

merely, other men are accustomed to feelm themselves.’
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Here is the new version of Imitation, and I think that it

IS the best so far:

‘Aristotle, I have been told, has said, that Poetry is the

most philosopbc of all writing; it is so: its object is truth,

not individual and local, but general, and operative/

I find that ‘it is so’ very exhilaratmg. For my part, rather

than be parrotted by a hundred generations, I had rather

be neglected and have one man eventually come to my
conclusions and say ‘there is an old author who found this

out before I did’.

jwhen you find Wordsworth as the seer and prophet

whose function it is to instruct and edify through pleasure,

as ifthis were something he had found out for himself, you

may begin to tlunk that there is sometlnng in it, at least for

some kmds of poetry. Some portions of this enthusiasm I

beheve Wordsworth communicated to Coleridge. But

Wordsworth’s revolutionary faith was more vital to him

than it was to Coleridge. You cannot say that it inspired

his revolution in poetry, but it cannot be disentangled from

the motives of his poetry, (Any radical change in poetic

form IS hkely to be the symptom of some very much

deeper change in society and m the individual I doubt

whether the impulse in Coleridge would have been strong

enough to have worked its way out, but for the example

and encouragement ofWordsworth. I would not be under-

stood as affirming that revolutionary enthusiasm is the best

parent for poetry, or as justifying revolution on the ground

that It will lead to an outburst ofpoetry—^whtch would be

a wasteful, and hardly justifiable way ofproducmg poetry.

Nor am I indulging in sociological criticism, which has to
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suppress so much of the data, and which is ignorant of so

much of the rest, I only affirm that all human affairs are

involved with each other, that consequently all history in-

volves abstraction, and that m attemptmg to wm a full

understandmg of the poetry of a period you are led to the

consideration ofsubjects winch at first sight appear to have

little bearmg upon poetry. These subjects have accordingly

a good deal to do with the crmcism of poetry; and it is such

subjects which make intelhgible Wordsworth’s inabihty to

appreciate Pope, and the irrelevance of the metaphysical

poets to the interest which he and Coleridge had at heart.

With the foregomg observations m mind, let me turn to

consider the great importance, in the Biographia Litteraria,

of the distmction between Fancy and Imagination already

touched upon, and of the defimtion of Imagmation given

m a later passage. ‘Repeated meditations led me first to

suspect . . . that Fancy and Imagmation were two distinct

and widely different faculties, instead of being, according

to the general behef, either two names with one meaning,

or, at furthest, the lower and higher degrees ofone and the

same power.’ In Chapter XIII he draws the following im-

portant distinctions:

‘The Imagmation then I consider either as primary, or

secondary. The Pnmary Imagmation I hold to be the livmg

power and pnme agent of all human perception, and as a

repetitionm the fimte mmd of the eternal act ofcreation in

the infimte I am. The Secondary Imagmation I consider as

an echo of the former, co-*existing with the conscious will,

yet still as identical with the primary m the kind of its

agency, and differing only in degree, and in the mode of
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its operation. It dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to re-

create, or where this process is rendered impossible, yet

still at all events it struggles to idealise and to unify. It is

essentially vitals even as all objects {as objects) arc essentially

fixed and dead.

‘Fancy, on the other hand, has no other counters to

play with, but fixities and dcfinites. The fancy is indeed no

other than a mode ofmemory emancipated from the order

ofnme and space; while it is blended with, and modified

by tliat empirical phenomenon of the will, which we

express by the word Choice. But equally with the ordmary

memory the Fancy must receive all its materials ready made

from the law ofassociation.’

I have read some of Hegel and Fichte, as' well as Hartley

(who turns up at any moment with Coleridge), and for-

gotten it; of Schelhng I am entirely ignorant at first hand,

and he is one of those numerous authors whom, the longer

you leave tliem unread, the less desire you have to read.

Hence it may be that I wholly fail to appreciate this passage.

My mind is too heavy and concrete for any flight ofabstruse

reasoning. If, as I have already suggested, the diflfercnce be-

tween imagination and fancy amounts in practice to no

more than the difference between good and bad poetry,

have we done more than take a turn round Robin Hood’s

barn/ It is only iffancy can be an ingredient in good poetry,

and ifyou can show some good poetry which is the better

for It; It IS only if the distincaon illummates our immediate

preference ofone poet over another, that it can be ofuse to

a pracucal mind hke mme. Fancy may be ‘no other than a

mode ofmemory emancipated from the order of space and
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time’; but it seems unwise to talk ofmemory in connexion

with fancy and omit it altogether from the account of

imagmation. As we have learnt from Dr. Lowes’s Road to

Xanadu (if we did not know it already) memory plays a

very great part m imagmation, and ofcourse a much larger

part than can be proved by that book; Professor Lowes

had only hterary remmiscences to deal with, and they are

the only kmd of remimscence which can be fully traced

and identified: but how much more of memory enters

mto creation than only our readmg ! Mr. Lowes has, I tbnk,

demonstrated the importance of instinctive and uncon-

saous, as well as dehberate selection. Coleridge’s taste, at

one period of hfe, led him first to read voraciously in a

certam type ofbook, and then to select and store up certain

kmds ofimagery from those books,^ And I should say that

the mmd ofany poet would be magnetised in its own way,

to select automatically, in his readmg (from picture papers

and cheap novels, mdeed, as well as serious books, and least

likely from works ofan abstract nature, though even these

are ahment for some poetic nrnids) the material—an image,

a phrase, a word—^which may be of use to him later. And

this selection probably runs through the whole of bs

sensitive life. There might be the experience of a cbld of

ten, a small boy peermg through sea-water m a rock-pool,

^And by a right appreciation The circumstances of early explora-

tion might well sumulate the imagmations of those who endeavoured

to set down precisely what they had seenm such a way as to convey an

accurate impression to Europeans who had no experience of anything

similar. They would often, naturally, stimulate the imagination beyond

the pcrcepuon, but it is usually the accurate images, the fidelity of

wbch may still be recognised, that are the most tcUmg
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and finding a sea-anemone for the first time: the simple

experience (not so simple, for an exceptional child, as it

looks) might he dormant m his mind for twenty years, and

re-appear transformedm some verse-context charged with

great imagmative pressure. There is so much memory in

imagination that ifyou are to distinguish between imagma-

tion and fancy in Coleridge’s way you must define the

difference between memory in imagmation and memory

m fancy; and it is not enough to say that the one ‘dissolves,

diffuses and dissipates’ the memories m order to re-create,

whilst the other deals with ‘fixittes and defimtes’. This

distmenon, m itself, need not give you distinct imagination

and fancy, but only degrees ofimagmative success. It would

seem from Mr. Richards’s note^ that he is almost as much

baffled by the passage which I have quoted, or at least by

part of It, as I am. You have to forget all about Coleridge’s

fancy to learn anything from him about imagmanon—^as

with Addison—but from Coleridge there is a good deal to

learn. I quote another passage, in the form m which Mr.

Richards has abbreviated it:

‘That synthetic and magical power, to which we have

exclusively appropriated the name of imagination ... re-

veals Itselfm the balance or reconcihation of opposite or

discordant quahties , . . the sense of novelty and freshness,

with old and fannhar objects; a more than usual state of

emotion, with more than usual order; judgement ever

awake and steady self-possession with enthusiasm and

feeling profound or vehement.’ ‘The sense of musical de-

light . . . with the power of reducing mulntude into

^Principles ofLiterary Criticism, p. 191
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variety of effect, and modifying a senes of thoughts by

some one predommant thought or feeling.’

What such descriptions are worth, from the point of

view ofpsychological criticism ofto-day, can best be learnt

from Mr. Richards’s book from wbch I have quoted them.

What IS my concern here is a less profound matter, the

place ofWordsworth and Coleridge in the lustorical pro-

cess ofcrincism. You will have observed in the passage just

quoted a richness and depth, an awareness of comphcation

which takes it far out of die range of Dryden. This is not

simply because Coleridge thought more profoundly than

Dryden, though he did. Nor am I sure that Coleridge

learned so much from German philosophers, or earher from

Hardey, as he thought he did; what is best m his criticism

seems to come from his own dehcacy and subtlety ofinsight

as he reflected upon his own experience ofwriting poetry.

Of the two poets as critics, it was Wordsworth who knew

better what he was about: his critical insight, m this one

Pr^ace and the Supplement, is enough to give him the

highest place. I do not assign him this position because he

cared about the revival of agriculture and the relation of

produetton and consumption, though such mterests are

symptomatic; there is, m his poetry and m his Preface, a

profound spiritual revival, an mspiration commumcated

rather to Pusey and Newman, to Ruskm, and to the great

humamtanans, than to the accredited poets of the next

age, Colendge, with his authority due to his great reading,

probably did much more than Wordsworth to brmg atten-

tion to the profundity of the phdosophic problems mto

which the study of poetry may take us. And the two men
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together need no third with them to illustrate the mind of

an age ofconsaous change. It is not merely that they were

interested in a variety of speculative subjects and of prac-

acal matters of importance for their time, but that their

mterests were mvolved m each other and the first faint

sign ofsuch comphcation appeared when Addison derived

his dieory of imagmation in the arts from the theories of

Locke. In Wordsworth and Coleridge we find not merely

a variety of interests, even of passionate interests; it is all

one passion expressed through them aU‘ poetry was for

them the expression of a totality of unified mterests.

I have tried to exlnbit the criticism of Drydcn and of

Johnson, m tins very brief review, in its appropriateness to

their periods of history, periods when there was, for the

purpose of hterary determmation, a stasis. And to exhibit

that of Wordsworth and Coleridge as the criticism of an

age ofchange. Even ifit be true that change is always mak-

ing ready, underneath, during a stable period, and that a

period of change contains within itself the elements of

hnutation which will brmg it to a halt, yet some stabihs-

anons are more deeply founded than others. It is with

Matthew Arnold that we come to a period of apparent

stabihsation winch was shallow and premature.

NOTE TO CHAPTER IV

ON MR. HERBERT REAd’s APPRAISAL OF THE

POETRY OF WORDSWORTH

There is a view of Enghsh poetry, already of some

antiquity, which considers the mam hne of Enghsh poetry
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from Milton to Wordsworth., or from perhaps even before

Milton, as an unfortunate interlude during which the Eng-

hsh muse was, ifnot beside herself, at least not m possession

of her faculties. I am sorry to find this view, which was

largely Wordsworth’s own, re-stated and confirmed by

Mr. Herbert Read. Mr. Read is one of a few contempo-

raries, like Mr. Richards, with whom I almost never feel

quite happy m disagreemg; but when, m his admirable

small essay. Form in Modern Poetry, he writes as follows, I

can only exclaim, ‘What are we commg to?’

:

'‘The mam tradition of Enghsh poetry . . . begms with

Chaucer and reaches its final culmmation m Shakespeare.

It IS contradicted by most French poetry before Baudelaire,

by the so-called classical phase ofEnghsh poetry culminat-

mg in Alexander Pope, and by the late Poet Laureate. It was

re-estabhshed m England by Wordsworth and Coleridge,

developed m some degree by Brownmg and Gerard Man-

ley Hopkms, and m our own day by poets hke Wilfred

Owen, Ezra Pound and T. S. Ehot.’ I

To some extent I am m agreement; that is, I dare say that

my valuation of the earher poets, poet for poet, would

approximate closely enough to Mr. Read’s; and my
admiration for the late Poet Laureate is as moderate as

his, though I suspect a shght wilfulness m bnnging him

into this context. But I observe first that Mr. Read goes

Wordsworth one better and excludes Mhlton; and when a

poet has done as big ajob as Milton, is it helpful to suggest

that he has just been up a bhnd alley? And is Blake too

minor a poet to count? As for French poetry, Mr. Read
saves die situation with the qualification ‘most’, so that I
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suppose Baudelaire’s master Racine just squeaks in. And is

knot arbitrary to assert that the ‘classical phase’ ofEnglish

poetry (ifwe are to employ that term at all) culminates in

Pope? Surely Johnson belongs to it, and, with a touch of

senumcntahsm and even mawkishness, Gray and Colhns;

and where would Landor be but for the classical tradition?

I hasten to add Mr. Read’s next remark: ‘The distmction is

not merely that between “classical” and “romantic”. This

division cuts across in a different direction.’ I think that I

understand this quahfication, and if I understand I agree;

nevertheless Mr. Read seems to have been using the term

‘classical’ m two different meanings. Mr. Read’s divisions

are too clear-cut to leave my mind at ease. He considers

that the poetic process of a mind hke Drydcn’s and that of

a imnd hke Wordsworth’s are essentially diverse; and he

says roundly ofDryden’s art, ‘ Such art is not poetry.’ Now
I cannot seewhy Dryden’s andWordsworth’s minds should

have worked any more differently from each other than

those ofany other two poets. I do not believe that any two

poets’ minds work quite in the same way, so far as we can

know enough about the matter for ‘working’ to mean any-

thing at all; I do not believe that even the same poet’s mmd
need work m the same way in two different but equally

good poems; but there must also be somethmg in common
in the poetic process of all poets’ minds. Mr. Read quotes,

in support of his contention, a passage from the Anms
Mirabilis which I have not given:

‘The Composition of all poems is or ought to be of wit;

and witm the Poet, or wit writing (ifyou will give me leave

to use a School distinction), is no other than the faculty of
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imagination in the Writer; which, hke a mmble Spaniel,

beats over and ranges through the field of Memory, till

It sprmgs the Quarry it hunted after; or, without metaphor,

which searches over all the Memory for the Species or Ideas

of those things which it designs to represent. Wit written

is that which is well defined, the happy result ofThought,

or product of Imagination.’

I should have thought this merely a happy description, in

the language available at Dryden’s time, and at a less pro-

found level of msight than that of Coleridge or Words-

worth at their best, ofthe same sort ofprocess that the latter

were attempting to describem language nearer to our own.

But Mr. Read says No, what Drydcn is talkmg about is

somethmg different; it is wit written, not poetry. Mr. Read

seems to me to have fallen into the error which I mentioned

m the text, of thinking that Dryden is only talking of his

own kmd of poetic composition, and that he was quite

incapable of appreciating Chaucer and Shakespeare. Yet

all that I myselfhave to go upon, m the end, is the kind of

enjoyment that I get from Dryden’s poetry.

The difference of opmion nught be put in a metaphor.

In reviewmg Enghsh poetry, Mr. Read seems to charge

himself with the task of castmg out devils—though less

drastically than Mr. Pound, who leaves notlnng but a room

well swept and not garmshed. What I see, m the history of

English poetry, is not so much daemomc possession as the

sphtting up of personahty. If we say that one of these

partial personahties which may develop m a national mind

IS that which manifested itselfm the period between Dry-

den and Johnson, then what we have to do is to re-integ-
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rate it: otherwise we are likely to get only successive alter-

nanons of personality. Surely the great poet is, among

other dungs, one who not merely restores a traditton which

has been in abeyance, but one who ui his poetry re-twines

as many straying strands of tradition as possible. Nor can

you isolate poetry from everything else in the history of a

people; and it is rather strong to suggest that the Enghsh

ixund has been deranged ever since the time of Shakespeare,

and that only recently have a few fitful rays of reason

penetrated its darkness. If the malady is as chrome as that.

It IS pretty well beyond cure.
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February lyth, 1933

I
t would appear that the revolution effected by Words-

worth was very far-reaching indeed. He was not the first

poet to present himself as the mspired prophet, nor indeed

IS tbs quite Wordsworth’s case. Blake may have pretended,

and with some claim, to have penetrated mysteries of

heaven and hell, but no claim that Blake might make

seems to descend upon the ‘poet’ m general; Blake simply

had the visions, and made use ofpoetry to set them forth.

Scott, and Byronm his more popular works, were merely

society entertainers. Wordsworth is really the first, m the

unsettled state of affairsm his time, to annex new authority

for the poet, to meddle with social affairs, and to offer a

new kind of rehgious sentiment wbch it seemed the

pecuhar prerogative ofthe poet to mterpret. Since Matthew

Arnold made his Selections from Wordsworth’s poetry, it

has become a commonplace to observe that Wordsworth’s

true greatness as poet is independent of his opmions, of his

theory of diction or ofhis nature-philosophy, and that it is

found m poems in wluch he has no ulterior motive what-

ever. I am not sure that this critical eclecticism cannot go

too far; that we canjudge and enjoy a man’s poetry while

leavmg wholly out of account all of the things for wbch

he cared deeply, and on behalf of which he turned his

poetry to account. If we dismiss Wordsworth’s mterests
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and beliefs, just how much, I wonder, remains? To retain

them, or to keep them m mind instead of deliberately ex>

trudmg them in preparation for enjoying Ins poetry, is that

not necessary to appreciate how great a poet Wordsworth

really is? Consider, for instance, one of the very finest poets

of the first part of the inneteenth century: Landor He is an

undoubted master ofverse and prose; he is the author of at

least one long poem which deserves to be much more read

than It IS, but his reputation has never been such as to bring

him mto comparison with Wordsworth or with either of

the younger poets with whom wc have now to deal. It is

not only by reason of a handful of poems or a number of

isolated hues expressive of deeper emotion than that of

which Landor was capable, that wc give Wordsworth his

place; there is something integral about such greatness, and

something significant m his place m the pattern of Instory,

with which we have to reckon And in estimating for our-

selves the greatness of a poet we have to take mto account

also the history of his greatness. Wordsworth is an essential

part ofhistory; Landor only a magnificent by-product.

Shelley both had views about poetry and made use of

poetry for expressing views. With Shelley we are struck

from the begmrung by the number of things poetry is ex-

pected to do, from a poet who tells us, m a note on vegeta-

rianism, that ‘the orang-outang perfectly resembles man

both in the order and the number ofIns teeth’, we shall not

know what not to expect. The notes to Queen Mab ex-

press, It IS true, only the views ofan mtelhgent and enthusi-

astic schoolboy, but a schoolboywho knows how to write;

and throughout his work, winch is of no small bulk for a
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short life, he does not, I think, let us forget that he took his

ideas seriously. The ideas of Shelley seem to me always to

be ideas of adolescence—as there is every reason why they

should be. And an enthusiasm for Shelley seems to me also

CO be an affair of adolescence: for most of us, Shelley has

marked an intense period before maturity, but for how

many does Shelley remain the companion of age? I confess

that I never open the volume of his poems simply because

I want to read poetry, but only with some special reason for

reference I find his ideas repellent; and the difficulty of

separating Shelley from his ideas and beliefs is still greater

than with Wordsworth. And the biographical interest

which Shelley has always excited makes it difficult to read

the poetry without remembering the man: and the man

was humourless, pedantic, self-centred, and sometimes

almost a blackguard. Except for an occasional flash of

shrewd sense, when he is speaking of someone else and not

concerned with Ins own affairs or with fine wntmg, his

letters are insufferably dull. He makes an astonishing con-

trast with the attractive Keats. On the other hand, I admit

that Wordsworth docs not present a very pleasing person-

ality either, yet I not only enjoy Ins poetry as I cannot

enjoy Shelley’s, but I enjoy it more than when I first read

It. I can only fumble (abating my prejudices as best I can)

for reasons why Shelley’s abuse of poetry does me more

violence than Wordsworth’s.

Shelley seems to have had to a high degree the unusual

faculty of passionate apprehension of abstract ideas.

Whether he was not sometimes confused about Ins own

feelings, as we may be tempted to believe when confounded
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by the philosophy ofEpipsychidion, is another matter. I do

not mean that Shelley had a metaphysical or philosophical

mind; his mmd was in some ways a very confused one: he

was able to be at once and with the same enthusiasm an

eighteenth-century raaonahst and a cloudy Platomst. But

abstractions could excite m him strong emotion. His views

remained pretty fixed, though his poetic gift matured. It is

open to us to guess whether his mind would have matured

too; certamly, m his last, and to my mmd greatest though

unfinished poem, The Triumph ofLife, there is evidence not

only of better writmg than m any previous long poem,

but ofgreater wisdom;

‘Then what I thought was an old root that grew

To strange distornon out ofthe hillside,

Was mdeed one ofthose {sic) deluded crew

And that the grass, which methought hung so wide

And white, was but his thm discoloured hair

And that the holes he vainly sought to hide

Were or had been eyes . .

.’

There is a precision ofimage and an economy here that is

new to Shelley. But so far as we canjudge, he never quite

escaped from the mtelage of Godwm, even when he saw

through the humbug as a man; and the weight of Mrs.

Shelley must have been pretty heavy too. And, taking his

work as it is, and without vain conjectures about the future,

we may ask. is it possible to ignore the ‘ideas’ m Shelley’s

poems, so as to be able to enjoy the poetry?

Mr. I. A. Richards deserves the credit ofhaving done the

pioneer workm the problem ofBehefm the enjoyment of
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poetry; and any methodical pursuit of the problem I must

leave to him and to those who are quahfied after him. But

Shelley raises the question in another form than that in

which It presented itself to me in a note on the subject

which I appended to an essay on Dante. There, I was con-

cerned with two hypotlietical readers, one ofwhom accepts

the philosophy of the poet, and the other ofwhom rejects

It; and so long as the poets in question were such as Dante

and Lucretius, this seemed to cover the matter. I am not a

Buddbst, but some of the early Buddhist scriptures affect

me as parts of the Old Testament do; I can still eiyoy

Fitzgerald’s Omar, though I do not hold that rather smart

and shallow view of life. But some of Shelley’s views I

positively dishke, and that hampers my enjoyment of the

poems in which they occur; and others seem to me so

puerile that I caimot enjoy the poems m winch they occur.

And I do not find it possible to skip these passages and

satisfy myself with the poetry in which no proposition

pushes Itselfforward to claim assent. What compheates the

problem still further is that m poetry so fluent as Shelley’s

there is a good deal which is just bad jingling. The foUow-

mg, for instance:

‘On a battle-trumpet’s blast

I fled hither, fast, fast, fast.

Mid the darkness upward cast.

From the dust ofcreeds outworn.

From the tyrant’s banner tom.

Gathering round me, onward borne,

There was mmgled many a cry

—

Freedom! Hope! Death! Victory!’
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Walter Scott seldom fell as low as this, though Byron more

often But in such hues, harsh and untunable, one is all die

more affronted by the ideas, the ideas winch Shelley bolted

whole and never assimilated, visible in the catchwords of

creeds outworn, tyrants and priests, which Shelley em-

ployed With such reiteration. And the bad parts of a poem

can contaminate the whole, so that when Shelley rises to

the heights, at the end ofthe poem:

‘To suffer woes winch Hope tlnnks infinite;

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night;

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent;

To love, and bear, to hope till Hope creates

From Its own wreck the tlnng it contemplates

.

hnes to the content of which behef is neither given nor

demed, we are unable to enjoy them fully. One does not

expect a poem to be equally sustained throughout; and m

some of the most successful long poems there is a relation

of the more tense to the more relaxed passages, which is

itselfpart of the pattern ofbeauty. But good hnes amongst

bad can never give more than a regretful pleasure. In read-

ing Epipsychidion I am thoroughly gravelled by hnes like:

‘True lovem this differs from dross or clay,

That to divide is not to take away . .

.

I never was attached to that great sect

Whose doctrme is, that each one should select

Out ofthe crowd, a mistress or a friend

And all the rest, though fair and wise, commend
To cold obhvion. . /
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50 that when I come, a few lines later, upon a lovely image

like.

'A vision like incarnate April, warning

With smiles and tears, Frost the anatomy

Into his summer grave,’

I am as much shocked at finding it in such indifferent com-

pany as pleased by finding it at all And wc must admit that

Shelley’s finest long poems, as well as some of Ins worst,

are those in winch he took his ideas very seriously.^ It was

these ideas that blew the 'fading coal’ to hfej no more than;

with Wordsworth, can wc ignore them without getting

sometlnng no more Shelley’s poetry than a wax effigy

would be Shelley.

Shelley said that he disliked didactic poetry, but his own

poetry is clnefly didactic, though (in fairness) not exactly in

the sense in which he was using that word. Shelley’s pro-

fessed view of poetry is not dissimilar to that of Words-

worth. The languagem winch he clothes itm the ‘Defence

ofPoetry’ is very magmloqucnt, and with the exception of

the magnificent image which Joyce quotes somewhere m
Ulysses (‘the mind in creation is as a fading coal, which

some invisible influence, hkc an inconstant wmd, awakens

to transitory brightness’) it seems to me an inferior piece of

writmg to Wordsworth’s great preface. He says other fine

things too; but the following is more significant ofthe way

in which he relates poetry to the social activity ofthe age.

% did not, for instance, appear to take Ms ideas very seriously in

The Witch ofAtlas, which, with all its charm, I think wc may dismiss

as a trifle
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‘The most unfailing herald, companion and follower of

the awakemng ofa great people to work a beneficial change

in opinion or mstitunon, is poetry. At such periods there is

an accumulanon of the power of commumcating and re-

ceivmg mtense and impassioned conceptions respecting

man and nature. The persons in whom this power resides

may often, so far as regards many portions of their nature,

have litde apparent correspondence with that spirit ofgood

ofwhich they are the mmisters. But even whilst they deny

and abjure, they are yet compelled to serve, the power

which is seated on tlie throne oftheir own soul.’

I know not whether Shelley had in mmd, m his reserva-

tions about ‘the persons in whom tliis power resides’, the

defects of Byron or those of Wordsworth; he is hardly

likely to have been contemplating his own. But this u a

statement, and is either true or false. Ifhe is suggesting that

great poetry always tends to accompany a popular ‘change

m opmion or mstitutton’, thatweknow to be false.Whether

at such periods the power of‘commumcating and receiving

intense and impassioned conceptions respecting man and

nature’ accumulates is doubtful; one would expect people

to be too busy m other ways. Shelley does not appear, in

this passage, to imply that poetry itself helps to operate

these changes, and accumulate this power, nor does he

assert that poetry is a usual by-product of change of these

kmds; but he does affirm some relation between the two;

and m consequence, a particular relation between his own

poetry and the events of his own time, from which it

would follow that the two throw hght upon each other.

This is perhaps the first appearance ofthe kinetic or revolu-
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denary theory ofpoetry; for Wordsworth did not general-

ise to this point.

We may now return to the question how far it is pos-

sible to enjoy Shelley’s poetry without approving the use

to wbch he put it, that is, witliout sharing lus views and

sympathies. Dante, ofcourse, was about as thoroughgoing

a didacncist as one could find; and I have maintained else-

where, and still maintain, that it is not essential to share

Dante’s behefs in order to enjoy lus poetry.^ If in this in-

stance I may appear to be extending the tolerance of a

biassed mind, the example ofLucretius will do as well: one

may share the essential behefs of Dante and yet enjoy

Lucretius to the full. Why then should this general in-

demnity not extend to Wordsworth and to Shelley? Here

Mr. Richards comes very patly to our help:*

‘Colendge, when he remarked that a “wilhng suspension

of disbehef” accompanied much poetry, was notmg an

important fact, but not quite in the happiest terms, for we

are neither aware of a disbehef nor voluntarily suspendmg

It in these cases. It is better to say that the question ofbehef

or disbelief, in the intellectual sense, never arises when we

are readmg well. If unfortunately it does arise, either

through the poet’s fault or our own, we have for the

momentceased to be reading andhave become astronomers,

^Mr. A. E. Housman has affirmed [Tlte Name and Nature of Poetry,

p. 34) that ‘good religious poetry, whether in Kcble or Dante orJob, is

likely to be most justly appreciated and most disctiminatmgly rehshed

by the undevout’. There is a hard atom of truth in this, but if taken

literally it would end in nonsense.

^PracticalCriticism, p. 277.
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or theologians, or morahsts, persons engaged in quite a

different type ofactivity.’

We may be permitted to infer, m so far as the distaste of

a person hke myself for Shelley’s poetry is not attributable

to irrelevant prejudices or to a simple bhnd spot, but is due

to a peculiarity in the poetry and not in the reader, that it is

not the presentation of behefs winch I do not hold, or—to

put the case as extremely as possible—of behefs that exate

my abhorrence, that makes the difEculty. Still less is it that

Shelley is dehberately making use of his poetic gifts to

propagate a doctrme, for Dante and Lucretius did the same

thing. I suggest that tlie position is somewhat as follows.

When the doctrme, theory, behef, or ‘view of hfe’ pre-

sented m a poem is one which the mmd of the reader can

accept as coherent, mature, and founded on the facts of

experience, it interposes no obstacle to the reader’s enjoy-

ment, whether it be one that he accept or deny, approve or

deprecate When it is one which the reader rejects as

childish or feeble, it may, for a reader of well-developed

mmd, set up an almost complete check. I observem passmg

that we may distinguish, but without precision, between

poets who employ their verbal, rhythmic and imagmauvc

gift m the service of ideas which they hold passionately,

and poets who employ the ideas winch they hold with more

or less settled convicuon as material for a poem; poets may

vary mdefmitely between these two hypothetical extremes,

and at what pomt we place any particular poet must remam

mcapable of exact calculatton. And I am mchned to think

that the reason why I was mtoxicated by Shelley’s poetry

at the age of fifteen, and now jfind it almost unreadable,
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is not so much that at that age I accepted his ideas, and

have since come to reject them, as that at that age ‘the ques-

tion ofbehef or disbehef’, as Mr. Richards puts it, did not

arise. It is not so much that thirty years ago I was able to

read Shelley under an illusion which experience has dis-

sipated, as tliat because the question of behef or disbelief

did not arise I was in a much better position to enjoy the

poetry. I can only regret that Shelley did not hve to put his

poeuc gifts, which were certainly of the first order, at the

service ofmore tenable beliefs—which need not have been,

for my purposes, beliefs more acceptable to me.

There is, however, more to the problem than that. I was

struck by a sentence in Mr. Aldous Huxley’s Introduction

to D. H. Lawrence’s Letters. ‘How bitterly’, he says of

Lawrence, ‘he loathed the Wilhelm-Meisterish view oflove

as an education, as a means to culture, a Sandow-exerciser

for the soul!’ Precisely; Lawrence in my opinion was right;

but that view runs through the work ofGoethe, and ifyou

dislike It, what are you gomg to do about Goethe? Does

‘culture’ require that we make (what Lawrence never did,

and I respect him for it) a dehberate effort to put out of

mmd all our convictions and passionate behefs about hfe

when we sit down to read poetry? If so, so much the worse

for culture. Nor, on the other hand, may we distinguish, as

people sometimes do, between the occasions on which a

particular poet is ‘being a poet’ and the occasions on which

he IS ‘bemg a preacher’. That is too facile. Ifyou attempt to

edit Shelley, or Wordsworth or Goethe in this way, there

is no one point at which you must stop rather than another,

and what you get in the end by this process is something
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which is not Shelley, or Wordsworth or Goethe at all,

but a mere unrelated heap of charming stanzas, the debris

of poetry rather than the poetry itself. And by using, or

abusing, tbs principle of isolation you are in danger of

seeking from poetry some illusory pure enjoyment, of

separating poetry from everytlnng else in the world, and

cheatmg yourselfout ofa great deal that poetry has to give

to your development.

Some years ago I tried to make the point, in a paper on

Shakespeare, that Dante possessed a ‘pblosophy" in a sense

mwbch Shakespeare held none, or none ofany importance.

I have reason to beheve that I did not succeedm making the

point clear at all. Surely, people say, Shakespeare held a

‘pblosophy’, even though it cannot be formulated; surely

our readmg of Shakespeare gives us a deeper and wider

understanding ofhfe and death. And although I was anxious

not to give such an impression, I seem to have given some

readers to thmk that I was thereby estimating the poetry of

Shakespeare as of less value than Dante’s. People tend to

beheve that there is just some one essence of poetry, for

wbch we can find the formula, and that poets can be

ranged according to their possession of a greater or less

quantity of tbs essence. Dante and Lucretius expounded

exphcit philosopbes, as Shakespeare did not. Tbs simple

distmction is very clear, but not necessarily bgUy im-

portant. What IS important is what distinguishes all of

these poets from such poets as Wordsworth, Shelley and

Goethe. And here again I think that Mr. Richards can

tbow some hght on the matter.

I beheve that for a poet to be also a philosopher he would
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have to be virtually two men; I cannot think of any

example of this thorough schizophrenia, nor can I see any-

thing to be gamed by it: the work is better performed in-

side two skulls than one. Coleridge is the apparent example,

but I beheve that he was only able to exercise the one

activity at the expense of the other. A poet may borrow a

philosophy or he may do without one. It is when he

philosophises upon his own poetic insight that he is apt to go

wrong. A great deal of the weakness of modern poetry is

accounted for in a few pages ofMr. Richards’s short essay.

Science and Poetry; and although he has there D. H. Law-

rence under specific examination, a good deal of what he

says apphes to the Romantic generation as well. ‘To dis-'

anguish’, he says, ‘an mtuition of an emotion from an in-

tuition hy It, is not always easy.’ I believe that Wordsworth

was inchned to the same error of winch Mr. Richards

finds Lawrence gmlty. The case of Shelley is rather dif-

ferent: he borrowed ideas—^wliich, as I have said, is per-

fectly legitimate—but he borrowed shabby ones, and when

lie had got them he muddled them up with liis own mtui-

tions. Of Goethe perhaps it is truer to say that he dabbled

in both philosophy and poetry and made no great success

ofeither; his true role was that ofthe man ofthe world and

sage—a La Rochefoucauld, a La Bruyire, a Vauvenargues.

On the other hand, I should consider it a false simphfica-

aon to present any of these poets, or Lawrence ofwhom
Mr. Richards was speaking, simply as a case of individual

erroTt and leave it at that. It is not a wilful paradox to assert

that the greamess of each of these writers is mdissolubly

attached to his practice of the error, of his own specific
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variation ofthe error. Their place m history, their import-

ance for their own and subsequent generations, is involved

m it; this is not a purely personal matter. They would not

have been as great as they were but for the hmitations

which prevented them from being greater than they were

They belong with the numbers of the great heretics of aU

times. This gives them a significance quite other than that

ofKeats, a singular figurem a varied and remarkable period.

Keats seems to me also a great poet. I am not happy

about Hyperion: it contams great hues, but I do not know

whether it is a great poem. The Odes—especially perhaps

the Ode to Psyche—are enough for his reputation. But I

am not so much concerned with the degree ofIns greamess

as with Its kmd; and itskmd is mamfested more clearlym his

Letters than m his poems; and m contrast with the kmds

we have been reviewmg, it seems to me to be much more

the kmd ofShakespeare.^ The Letters are certainly the most

notable and the most important ever written by any

English poet. Keats’s egotism, such as it is, is that ofyouth

which time would have redeemed. His letters are what

letters ought to be; the fine thmgs come m unexpectedly,

neither mtroduced nor shown out, but between trifle and

trifle. His observations suggested by Wordsworth’s Gypsey,

m a letter to Bailey of 1817, are of the finest quahty of

cntiasm, and the deepest penetration:

‘It seems to me that ifWordsworth had thought a htde

M have not read Mr Murry’s Keats and Shakespeare- perhaps I say no

more than Mr Murry has said better and mote exhaustively m that

book. I am sure that he has meditated the matter much more deeply

than I have.
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deeper at that moment, he would not have wnttcn the

poem at all. I should judge it to have been written in one

of the most comfortable moods of Ins hfe—it is a kind of

sketchy mtellectual landscape, not a search for truth.’

And in a letter to the same correspondent a few days

later he says:

‘In passing, however, I must say one thmg that has

pressed upon me lately, and mcreased my Humihty and

capabihty of submission—and that is this truth—Men of

Genius are great as certam ethereal chemicals operatmg on

the Mass of neutral mtellect—^but they have not any indi-

viduahty, any determined character—I would call the top

and head ofthose who have a proper selfMen ofPower.’^

This IS the sort ofremark, which,when made bya man so

young as was Keats, can only be called the result ofgenius.

There is hardly one statement of Keats about poetry,

which, when considered carefully and with due allowance

for the difficulties ofcommunication, will not be found to

be true; and what is more, true for greater and more mature

poetry than anything that Keats ever wrote.

But I am being tempted into a descant upon the general

brilliance and profundity of the observations scattered

through Keats’s letters, and should probably be tempted

further into remarking upon their merit as models of cor-

respondence (not that one should ever take a model m
letter-writmg) and their revelation of a charming per-

sonahty. My design, in this very narrow frame, has been

^Mr. Herbert Read quotes this passage in his Form m Modern Poetry,

but pursues his speculauons to a point to which I would not wilhngly

follow lum.
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only to refer to them as evidence ofa very different kind of

poetic mind than any ofthose I have just been considermg.

Keats’s sayings about poetry, thrown out in the course of

pnvate correspondence, keep pretty close to uitmtion; and

they have no apparent bearmg upon his own times, as he

himselfdoes not appear to have taken any absorbing mterest

m pubhc affairs—though when he did turn to such matters,

he brought to bear a shrewd and penetrating intellect.

Wordsworth had a very dehcate sensibihty to social life

and social changes. Wordsworth and Shelley both theorise.

Keats has no theory, and to have formed one was irrelevant

to his mterests, and ahen to his mind. If we take either

Wordsworth or Shelley as representative of his age, as

bemg a voice of the age, we cannot so take Keats. But we

cannot accuse Keats of any withdrawal, or refusal; he was

merely about his business. He had no theories, yet in the

sense appropriate to the poet, m die same sense, though to

a lesser degree than Shakespeare, he had a ‘philosophic’

mmd. He was occupied only with the highest use ofpoetry;

but that does not imply that poets of other types may not

righdy and sometimes by obhgation be concerned about

the other uses.
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March yi, 1933

The rise of the democracy to power in Amenca and

Europe is not, as has been hoped, to be a safeguard of

peace and civihsation. It is the rise of the uncivihsed, whom

no school education can suffice to provide with mtelhgence

and reason. It looks as if the world were entermg upon a

new stage of experience, unlike anything heretofore, in

which there must be a new disciphne ofsuffering to fit men

for the new conditions.’

I have quoted the foregoing words, partly because they

are by Norton^ and pardy because they are not by Arnold.

The first two sentences might well be Arnold’s. But the

third
—

‘a new stage ofexperience, unlike anything hereto-

fore, in which there must be a new discipline ofsuffering’:

these words are not only not Arnold’s, but we know at once

that theycouldnothave been written byhim. Amoldhardly

looks ahead to the new stage ofexperience; and though he

speaks to us of discipline, it is the discipline of culture, not

the discipline of suffermg. Arnold represents a period of

stasis; of relative and precarious stabiHty, it is true, a brief

halt m the endless march ofhumamty in some, or m any

direction. Arnold is neither a reactionary nor a revolution-

ary; he marks a period ofome, as do Dryden andJohnson

before him.

^Letter to Leslie Stephen,January 8th, 1896.
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Even ifthe delight we get from Arnold’s writings, prose

and verse, be moderate, yet he is in some respects the most

satisfactory man of letters of his age. You remember the

famousjudgement which he pronounced upon the poets of

the epoch which I have just been considering; ajudgement

which, at its ume, must have appeared starthngly mde-

pendent. ‘The Enghsh poetry of the first quarter of this

century,’ he says m his essay on The Function of Criticism,

‘with plenty of energy, plenty of creative force, did not

know enough.’We should be right too, I think, ifwe added

that Carlyle, Ruskm, Tennyson, Browmng, with plenty of

energy, plenty of creative force, had not enough wisdom.

Their culture was not always well-rounded; their know-

ledge ofthe human soul was often partial and often shallow.

Arnold was not a man ofvast or exact scholarship, and he

had neither walked m hell nor been rapt to heaven, but

what he did know, ofbooks and men, was in its way well-

balanced and well-marshalled. After the prophetic frensies

ofthe end ofthe eighteenth and the beginnmg of the mne-

teenth century, he seems to come to us saying: ‘Tins poetry

IS very fine, it is opulent and careless, it is sometimes pro-

found, It IS highly original; but you will never estabhsh and

mamtam a tradition if you go on in this haphazard way.

There are tnmor virtues which have flourished better at

other times and m other coimtries: these you must give

heed to, these you must apply, in your poetry, m your

prose, m your conversation and your way of hvmg; else

you condemn yourselves to enjoy only fitful and transient

bursts ofhterary brilhrmce, and you will never, as a people,

a nation, a race, have a fiiUy formed tradition and person-
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aKty.’ However well-nourished we may be on previous

literature and previous culture, we cannot afford to neglect

Arnold.

I have elsewhere tried to point out some of Arnold’s

weaknesses when he ventured into departments ofthought

for which his mmd was unsuited and ill-equipped. In

philosophy and theology he was an undergraduate; in

rehgion a Phihstine. It is a pleasanter task to define a man’s

linutations withm the field m which he is qualified; for

there, the definition ofhmitation may be at the same time a

precision of the writer’s excellences. Arnold’s poetry has

little techmcal interest. It is academic poetry in the best

sense; the best fruit wliich can issue from the promise shown

by the pnze-poem. When he is not simply bemg himself,

he IS most at ease in a master’s gown: Empedocles on Etna is

one of the finest academic poems ever written. He tried

other robes which became liim less well; I cannot but thmk

of Tristram and Iseult and The Forsaken Merman as charades.

Sohrab and Rustum is a fine piece, but less fine than Gebir,

and in the classical hne Landor, with a finer ear, can beat

Arnold every time. But Arnold is a poet to whom one

readily returns. It is a pleasure, certainly, after associatmg

with the riff-raff of the early part of the century, to be in

the company of a man qui sait se conduire; but Arnold is

somethmg more than an agreeable Professor of Poetry.

With all his fastidiousness and supercdiousness and offici-

ality, Arnold is more intimate with us than Browmng,

more intimate than Tennyson ever is except at moments,

as in the passionate flights m In Memoriam. He is the poet

and crmc ofa period offalse stabihty. AU his writmg in the
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kind o£ Literature and Dogma seems to me a valiant attempt

to dodge the issue, to mediate between Newman and

Huxley; but Ws poetry, the best of it, is too honest to

employ any but bs genume feehngs of unrest, loneliness

and dissatisfaction. Some of bs hmitations are manifest

enough. In bs essay on The Study ofPoetry he has several

paragraphs on Burns, and for an Enghshman and an

Enghshman of his time, Arnold understands Bums, very

well. Perhaps I have a partiahty for small oppressive

nationahties like the Scots that makes Arnold’s patromsmg

manner irritate me; and certainly I suspect Arnold ofhelp-

mg to fix the wholly mistaken notion ofBurns as a singular

untutored Enghsh. dialect pojet, instead of as a decadeiRre-

presentative of a great ahen tradition. But he says (takmg

occasion to rebuke the country m wbch Burns hved) that

‘no one can deny that it is of advantage to a poet to deal

with a beautiful world’; and tbs remark strikes me as be-

traymg a hmitation, It is an advantage to mankind in

general to hve m a beautiful world; that no one can doubt.

But for the poet is it so important? We mean all sorts of

thmgs, I know, by Beauty. But the essential advantage

for a poet is not, to have a beautiful world with wbch

to deal: it is to be able to see beneath both beauty and

ugbiess; to see the boredom, and the horror, and the

glory.

The vision of the horror and the glory was denied to

Arnold, but he knew sometbng ofthe boredom. He speaks

much ofthe ‘consolatory’ power ofWordsworth’s poetry,

and it is m connexion with Wordsworth that he makes

many ofbs -wisest observations about poetry.
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‘But when will Europe’s latter hour

Again find Wordsworth’s heahng power?

Others will teach us how to dare,

And against fear our breast to steel:

Others will strengthen us to bear

—

But who, all who, will make us feel?

The cloud ofmortal destiny,

Others will front it fearlessly

—

But who, hke him, will put it by?’^

His tone is always of regret, of loss of faith, instability,

nostalgia:

‘And love, iflove, ofhappier men.

Ofhappier men, for they, at least,

Have dreamedtwo human hearts might blend

In one, and were through faith released

From isolation without end

Prolonged, nor knew, although no less

Alone than thou, their lonehness/

This IS a famihar enough sentiment; and perhaps a more

robust comment on the situation is, diat ifyou don’t like it,

you can get on with it; and the verse itself is not highly

distinguished. Marguerite, at best, is a shadowy figure,

neither very passionately desired nor very closely observed,

a mere pretext for lamentation. His personal emotion is

indeed most convincing when he deals with an impersonal

do not quote these lines as good verse They are very carelessly

written The fourth line is particularly clumsy, the sixth has a bathetic

repetition. To ‘put by’ the cloud of human destiny is not a fehatous

expression. The dashes at the end oftwo lines are a symptom ofweak-

ness, hke Arnold’s irritating use ofitahciscd words.
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subject. And when we know his poetry, we arc not sur-

prised that in his criticism he tells us httle or nothing about

his experience ofwritmg it, and that he is so httle concerned

with poetry from the maker’s point ofview. One feels that

the wnting ofpoetry brought him httle ofthat excitement,

that joyful loss of selfm the workmanship of art, that in-

tense and transitory rehef which comes at the moment of

completion and is the chief reward of creative work. As

we can forget, m reading his critiasm, that he is a poet

himself, so it is all the more necessary to remind ourselves

that his creative and his critical writmgs are essentially the

work of the same man. The same weakness, the same

necessity for somethmg to depend upon,,which make him

an academic poet make him an academic critic.

From time to time, every hundred years or so, it is

desirable that some critic shall appear to review the past pf

our hterature, and set the poets and the poems m a new

order. This task is not one of revolution but of readjust-

ment. What we observe is partly the same scene, but m a

different and more distant perspective; there are new and

strange objectsm the foreground, to be drawn accuratelym
proporuon to the more famihar ones which now approach

die horizon, where all but the most eminent become m-

visible to the naked eye. The exhaustive critic, armed with

a powerful glass, will be able to sweep the distance and gam

an acquaintance with minute objects in the landscape with

which to compare mmute objects close at hand; he will be

able to gauge mcely the posiuon and proportion of the

objects surrounding us, in the whole of the vast panorama.

This metaphorical fancy only represents the ideal; but
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Dryden, Johnson and Arnold have each performed the

task as well as human frailty will allow. The majority of

critics can be expected only to parrot the opimons of the

last master of criticism; among more mdependent minds a

penod ofdestruction, ofpreposterous over-estimation, and

of successive fashions takes place, until a new authority

comes to mtroduce some order. And it is not merely the

passage oftime and accumulation ofnew artistic experience,

nor the ineradicable tendency of the great majority ofmen

to repeat the opinions of those few who have taken the

trouble to thmk, nor the tendency ofa mmble but myopic

minority to progenerate heterodoxies, that makes new

assessments necessary. It is that no generation is interested in

Artm quite the same way as anyother; each generation, like

each mdividual, bnngs to the contemplation of art its own

categories of appreciation, makes its own demands upon

art, and has its own uses for art. ‘Pure’ artistic appreciation

IS tomy thmkmg only an ideal, when not merely a figment,

and must be, so long as tlie appreciation of art is an affair of

hmited and transient human bemgs cxistmg m space and

time. Both artist and audience are hmited. There is for each

time, for each artist, a kind of alloy required to make the

metal workable mto art; and each generation prefers its

own alloy to any other. Hence each new master of criti-

cism performs a useful service merely by the fact that his

errors are of a different kmd from the last; and the longer

the sequence of critics we have, the greater amount ofcor-

rection is possible.

It was desirable after the surprismg, vaned and abundant

contribution of the Romantic Penod that this task of
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criticism should be undertaken again. Nothing that was

done m this period was of the nature of what Arnold was

able to do, because that was not the time in which it could

be done. Coleridge, Lamb, Hazhtt, De Quincey, did work

of great importance upon Shakespeare and the Ehzabethan

dramatists, and discovered new treasure which they left for

others to calculate. The mstruments of Arnold’s time

appear now, of course, very antiquated: Ins was the epoch

ofWard’s English PoetSy and of The Golden Treasury^ birth-

day albums and calendars with a poetical quotation for

each day.'iArnold was not Dryden or Johnson; he was an

Inspector of Schools and he became Professor of Poetry.

He was an educator. The valuation ofthe Romantic poets,

m academic circles, is still very largely that which Arnold

made. It was right, it was just, it was necessary for its time;

and of course it had its defects./lt is tinged by his own un-

certainty, his own apprehensions, his own view of what it

was best that his own time should beheve; and it is very

much influenced by his rehgious attitude^His taste is not

comprehensive. He seems to have chosen, when he could—

for much of his work is occasional—those subjects in con-

nexion with which he could best express Ins views about

morals and society: Wordsworth—^perhaps not qmte as

Wordsworth would have recognised himself—Heme,

Anuel, Guerm. He was capable of learning from France and

from Germany. But the use to which he put poetry was

hmited; he wrote about poets when they provided a pretext

for his sermon to the British pubhc; tod he was apt to think

ofthe greatness ofpoetry rather than ofits genumeness.

Irhere is no poetry which Arnold experienced more
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deeply than that ofWordsworth; the lines wliich I quoted

above are not so much a criticism of Wordsworth as a

testimonial of what Wordsworth had done for him. We
may expect to find in the essay on Wordsworth, if any-

where, a statement of what poetry meant to Arnold. It is

in his essay on Wordsworth that occurs Ins famous de-

finition: ‘Poetry is at bottom a criticism ofhfe.’ At bottom:

that IS agreat way down; the bottom is the bottom. At the

bottom of the abyss is what few ever see, and what those

cannot bear to look at for long; and it is not a ‘crincism of

hfe’. Ifwe mean hfe as a whole—^not that Arnold ever saw

life as a whole—from top to bottom, can anythmg that we

can say of it ultimately, of that awful mystery, be called

criticism? We bring back very little from our rare descents,

and that is not criticism. Arnold might just as well have

said that Christian worsliip is at bottom a criticism ofthe

Trimty. We see better what Arnold’s words amount to

when we recogmse that his own poetry is decidedly crincal

poetry. A poem like Heine s Grave is crincism, and very fine

criticism too; and a kind of crincism which is justified be-

cause It could not be made in prose. Somenmes Arnold’s

crincism is on a lower level:

‘One mom, as through Hyde Parkwe walked,

My friend and I, by chance we talked,

OfLessing’s famed Laocoon.’^

may be said of Arnold’s mferior work, as was said of that ofan

inferior poet, that he faggoted his verses as they fell, And if they

rhymed and rattled, all was well. Ofcourse we do notjudge Arnold as

a poet by such effusions as this, but we cannot be blamed for forming a

lower opimon of his capacity for self-criacism. He need not have

printed Aem.
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The poem about Heme is good poetry for the same

reason that it is good criticism: because Heme is one of the

personae, the masks, behmd which Arnold is able to go

through his performance. The reason why some criticism

IS good (I do not care to generahse here about all criticism)

IS that the critic assumes, in a way, the personahty of the

audior whom he criticises, and through this personaUty is

able to speak with his own voice. Arnold’s Wordsworth is

as much like Arnold as he is hke Wordsworth. Sometimes a

critic may choose an author to criticise, a role to assume, as

far as possible the antithesis to himself, a personality wbch

has actuahsed all that has been suppressedm himself; we can

sometimes arrive at a very satisfactory mtimacy with our

anti-masks.

‘The greatness of a poet’, Arnold goes on to say, ‘hes m
his powerful and beautiful appHcation of ideas to hfe.’ Not

a happy way of putting it, as if ideas were a lotion for the

inflamed skm of suflTering humamty. But it seems to be

what Arnold thought he was doing. He presendy qualifies

this assertion by pointing out that ‘morals’ must not be

mterpreted too narrowly:

‘Morals are often treated m a narrow and false fashion;

they are bound up with systems of thought and behef

which have had their day; they are fallen mto the hands of

pedants and professional dealers; they grow tiresome to

some ofus.’

Alas! for morals as Arnold conceived them; they are

grown still more tiresome. He then remarks significandy m
speakmg ofthe ‘Wordsworthians’

:

The Wordsworthians are apt to praise him for the wrong
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things, and to lay far too much stress upon what they call

his philosophy. His poetry is the reahty, his philosophy—so

far, at least, as it may put on the form and habit of a

“scientific system of thought”, and the more that it puts

them on—is the illusion. Perhaps we shall one day learn to

make this proposition general, and to say. Poetry is the

reality, philosophy the illusion.’

This seems to me a striking, dangerous and subversive

assertion. Poetry is at bottom a criticism of hfe; yet philo-

sophy is illusion; the reahty is the criticism of hfe. Arnold

might have read Lessing’s famed Laocoon with a view to

disentanghng his own confusions.

We must remember that for Arnold, as for everyone

else, ‘poetry’ meant a particular selection and order ofpoets.

It meant, as for everyone else, the poetry that he hked, that

he re-read; when we come to the point ofmaking a state-

ment about poetry, it is the poetry that sucks m our mmds

that weights that statement. And at the same ume we

notice that Arnold has come to an opimon about poetry

diiferent from that of any of his predecessors. For Words-

worth and for Shelley poetry was a vehicle for one kmd of

philosophy or another, but the philosophy was somethmg

beheved m. For Arnold tlie best poetry supersedes both

rehgion and philosophy. I have tried to mdicate the results

of this conjuring trick elsewhere.^ The most generahsed

form ofmy own view is simply this: that nothmg in this

world or the next is a substitute for anythmg else, and ifyou

find that you must do without something, such as rehgious

faith or philosophic behef, then you mustjust do without it.

^‘Arnold and Pater*, in Selected Essays,

1x3H E.U.P.
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I can persuade myself, I find, that some of the tbngs that I

can hope to get are better worth having than some of the

things I cannot get; or I may hope to alter myself so as to

want different things; but I cannot persuade myself that it

IS the same desires that are satisfied, or that I have m effect

the same thmg under a different name.

A French frieniLsaid of the late York Powell of Oxford:

‘II etait aussi tranqmlk dans son manque defoi que le mystique

dans sa croyance’ You could not say that of Arnold; his

charm and his mterest are largely due to the painful posi-

tion that he occupied between faith and disbehef. Like

many people the vanishing ofwhose rehgious faith has left

behmd only habits, he placed an exaggerated emphasis upon

morals. Such people often confuse morals with their own

good habits, the result of a sensible upbringing, prudence,

and the absence of any very powerful temptation; but I do

not speak of Arnold or of any particular person, for only

God knows. Morals for the saint are only a prehmmary

matter; for the poet a secondary matter. How Arnold finds

moralsm poetry is not clear. He tells us that:

‘A poetry of revolt against moral ideas is a poetry of

revolt agamst life; a poetry of mdifference towards moral

ideas IS a poetry of mdifference towards life,’ but the

statement left in suspension, and without Arnold’s lUus-

tratmg it by examples of poetic revolt and poetic m-

difference, seems to have httle value. A httle later he tells us

why Wordsworth is great:

‘Wordsworth’s poetry is great because of the extra-

ordinary power with which Wordsworth feels the joy

offered to us in nature, the joy offered to us m the simple
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primary affections and dudes, and because of the extra-

ordinary power with winch, m case after case, he shows us

thisjoy, and renders it so as to make us share it/

It IS not clear whether ‘the simple primary affections and

duties’ (whatever they are, and however distinguished

from the secondary and the complex) is meant to be an

expansion of ‘nature’, or another joy suikgradded: I rather

think the latter, and take ‘nature’ to mean the Lake Dis-

trict. I am not, furthermore, sure ofthe meaning ofthe con-

junction of two quite different reasons for Wordsworth’s

greatness: one being the power with which Wordsworth

feels the joy of nature, the other the power by which he

makes us share it. In any case, it is defimtely a commumca-

tion theory, as any theory of the poet as teacher, leader, or

priest IS bound to be. One way of testing it is to ask why

other poets are great Can we say that Shakespeare’s poetry

IS great because of the extraordinary power with which

Shakespeare feels estimable feehngs, and because of the

extraordinary power with which he makes us share them?

I enjoy Shakespeare’s poetry to the full extent of my
capacity for enjoying poetry; but I have not the shghtest

approach to certainty that I share Shakespeare’s feehngs;

nor am I very much concerned to know whether I do or

not. In short, Arnold’s account seems to me to err m
putting the emphasis upon the poet’s feehngs, instead of

upon the poetry. We can say that in poetry there is com-

mumcation from writer to reader, but should not proceed

from this to think of the poetry as bemg pnmarily the

vehicle of commumcation. Communicaaon may take

place, but will explain nothmg. Or Arnold’s statement may
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be criticised m another way, by asking whether Words-

worth would be a less great poet, if he felt with extra-

ordinary power the horror offered to us in nature, and the

boredom and sense of restriction in the simple primary

affections and duties? Arnold seems to think that because,

as he says, Wordsworth ‘deals with more of life than

Burns, Keats and Heine, he is deahng with more of moral

ideas. A poetry which is concerned with moral ideas, it

would appear, is concerned with life; and a poetry con-

cerned with hfe is concerned with moral ideas.

This is not the place for discussmg the deplorable moral

and rehgious effects of confusmg poetry and morals in the

attempt to find a substitute for religious faith. What con-

cerns me here, is the disturbance of our hterary values in

consequence of it. One observes this in Arnold’s cnticism.

It is easy to see that Dryden underrated Chaucer; not so

easy to see that to rate Chaucer as highly as Dryden did

(m a period in which cntics were not lavish ofsuperlatives)

was a triumph of objectivity for its time, as was Dryden’s

consistent diflferennation between Shakespeare and Beau-

mont and Fletcher. It is easy to see thatJohnson underrated

Donne and overrated Cowley; it is even possible to come

to understand why. But neither Johnson nor Dryden had

any axe to grmd; and m their errors they are more con-

sistent than Arnold. Take, for instance, Arnold’s opimon of

Cl^ucer, a poet who, although very different from Arnold,

was not altogether deficient m high seriousness. First he

contrasts Chaucer with Dante: we admit the inferiority,

and are almost convmced that Chaucer is not serious

enough. But is Chaucer, m the end, less serious than
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Wordsworth, with whom Arnold does not compare him?

And when Arnold puts Chaucer below Francois Villon,

although he is m a way right, and although it was high time

that somebody in England spoke up for Villon, one does

not feel that the theory of 'high seriousness’ is m operation.

That IS one ofthe troubles ofthe critic who feels called upon

to set the poets m rank: if he is honest with his own sensi-

bihty he must now and again violate his own rules ofratmg.

There are also dangers arising from being too sure that one

knows what ‘genuine poetry’ is. Here is one very positive

pronouncement

:

‘The difference between genuine poetry and the poetry

of Dryden. Pope and all their school, is briefly this: their

poetry is conceived and composed m their wits, genume

poetry is conceived and composed m the soul. The dif-

ference between the two kinds ofpoetry is immense.’^

And what, we wonder, had Arnold

—

‘For rigorous teachers seized his youth

And purged its faith, and trimmed its fire,

Showed Inm the high white star ofTruth,

There bade him gaze, and there aspire;

Even now their whispers pierce the gloom:

What dost thou in this hving tomb?’

what had a man whose youth was so rigorously seized and

purged at Rugby, to do with an abstract entity like the

Soul? ‘The difference between the two lands of poetry is

^Practically the same distinction as that of Arnold is maintained,

though with more subdety and persuasiveness, by Mr. Housmanm his

Name andNature ofPoetry, A newer and more radical classification to the

same effect is that ofMr. Herbert Read already quoted.
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immense.’ But there are not two kinds ofpoetry, but many

kinds; and the difference here is no more immense than

that between the kuid of Shakespeare and the kmd of

Arnold. There is petulance in such ajudgement, arrogance

and excess of heat. It was justifiable for Colendge and

Wordsworth and Keats to depreciate Dryden and Pope, in

the ardour of the changes which they were busy about;

but Arnold was engaged in no revolution, and his short-

sightedness can only be excused.

I do not mean to suggest that Arnold’s conception ofthe

use ofpoetry, an educator’s view, vitiates his criucism. To

ask of poetry that it give rehgious and philosophic satis-

faction, while deprecatmg philosophy and dogmatic

rehgion, is of course to embrace the shadow of a shade.

But Arnold had real taste. His preoccupations, as I have

said, make him too exclusively concerned "withgreat poetry,

and with the greamess of it. His view of Milton is for this

reason unsatisfymg. But you cannot read his essay on The

Study ofPoetry without bemg convinced by the fehcity of

his quotations: to be able to quote as Arnold could is the

best evidence of taste. The essay is a classic m Enghsh

cnticism: so much is said in so little space, with such

economy and with such authority. Yet he was so conscious

of what, for him, poetry was for, that he could not alto-

gether see It for what it is. And I am not sure that he was

highly sensitive to the musical quahties of verse. His own

occasional had lapses arouse the suspicion; and so far as I

can recollect he never emphasises this virtue of poetic style,

this fundamental, m his criticism. What I call the ‘auditory

imagmation’ is the feehng for syllable and rhythm, penc-
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tratmg far below the conscious levels of thought and feel-

ing, invigorating every word; sinking to the most primi-

tive and forgotten, returning to the origin and bringing

something back, seeking the begmmng and the end. It

works through meamngs, certainly, or not without mean-

ings in the ordinary sense, and fuses the old and obhterated

and the trite, the current, and the new and surprising, the

most ancient and the most civihsed mentahty. Arnold’s

notion of ‘hfe’, in his account of poetry, does not perhaps

go deep enough.

I feel, rather than observe, an inner uncertainty and lack

ofconfidence and convictionm Matthew Arnold: the con-

servatism which springs from lack of faith, and the zeal for

reform which springs from dishke of change. Perhaps,

looking inward and finding how little he had to support

him, looking outward on the state of society and its

tendencies, he was somewhat disturbed He had no real

seremty, only an impeccable demeanour. Perhaps he cared

too much for civilisation, forgetting that Heaven and

Earth shall pass away, and Mr, Arnold with them, and

there is only one stay. He is a representative figure. A man’s

theory of the place ofpoetry is not independent ofhis view

oflifem general.
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March ijth, 1933

There is a sentence m Mantam’s Art and Scholasticism

which occurs to me in tliis context: ‘Work such as

Picasso’s’, he says, ‘shows a fearful progress in self-con-

sciousness on the part ofpamting.’

So far I have drawn a few hght sketches to mdicate the

changes in the self-consciousness of poets thinkmg about

poetry. A thorough history of this ‘progress m self-con-

sciousness’m poetry and the criticism ofpoetry would have

kinds of criticism to consider which do not fall withm the

narrow scope of these lectures: the history of Shakespeare

criticism alone, m which, for mstance, Morgann’s essay on

the character of Falstaff, and Coleridge’s Lectures on

Shakespeare would be representative moments, would

have to be consideredm some detail. But we have observed

the notable development in self-consciousness m Dryden’s

Prefaces, and m the first senous attempt, which he made,

at a valuation of the Enghsh poets. We have seen his work

m one direction continued, and a method perfected, by

Johnson m his careful estimation of a number ofpoets, an

estimate arrived at by the apphcation of what are on the

whole admirably consistent standards. We have found a

deeper insight into the nature of the poetic activity m re-

marks scattered dirough the writings of Colendge and m
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the Preface ofWordsworth and in the Letters of Keats; and

a perception, still immature, of the need to elucidate the

social function of poetry in Wordsworth’s Preface and m
Shelley’s Defence. In the criticism of Arnold we find a

contmuation of the work of the Romantic poets with a

new appraisal ofthe poetry ofthe past by a method which,

lackmg the precision of Jolmson’s, gropes towards wider

and deeper connexions. I have not wished to exbbit this

‘progress m self-consciousness’ as being necessarily progress

with an association ofhigher value. For one thing, it cannot

be wholly abstracted from the general changesm the human

mind in history; and that these changes have any teleo-

logical significance is not one ofmy assumptions.

Arnold’s msistence upon order m poetry accordmg to a

moral valuation was, for better or worse, of the first

importance for his age. When he is not at his best he

obviously falls between two stools Just as his poetry is too

reflective, too rununative, to rise ever to die first rank, so

also IS his criticism. He is not, on the one hand, qmte a pure

enough poet to have the sudden illuminations which we

find m the criticism ofWordsworth, Coleridge and Keats;

and on the other hand he lacked the mental disciphne, the

passion for exacmess in the use ofwords and for consistency

and contmmty of reasomng, which distmguishes the philo-

sopher. He sometimes confuses words and meanings:

neither as poet nor as philosopher should he have been

satisfied with such an utterance as that ‘poetry is at bottom

a crmasm of hfe’., A more profound insight mto poetry

and a more exact use of language than Arnold’s are re-

quired. The critical method of Arnold, the assumptions of
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Arnold, remained valid for chc rest of Ins century. Jn quicd

diverse developments, it is the criticism of Arm>ld that sets

tk tone: Walter Pater, Arthur Symons, Addington Sy-

mondsjLeshe Stephen, F. W. H. Myers, George Saiutsbury

-all die more eminent critical names of the time bear

witness to it.

Whether wc agree or not with any or all of his con-

clusions, whether wc admit or deny that liis method is

adequate, we must admit that the work of Mr. t A.

Richards will have been of cardinal importance in the

history of literary criticism. Even if his criticism proves to

he entirely on the wrong track, even if this modern ‘sclf-

consciousncss’ turns out to be only a blind alley, Mr.

Richards will have done something in accelerating the

exhaustion of the possibilities. He will have helped in-

directly to discredit the criticism of persons qualified

neither by sensibility nor by knowledge of poetry, from

which we suffer daily. There is some hope of jgreater

clanty
; we should begin to learn to distinguish the apprecia-

tion ofpoetry from theorising about poetry, and to know

when we are not talkmg ahout poetry but about something

else suggested by it* There are two elements in Richardses

scheme, both of considerable importance for its ultimate

standing, of which I have the gravest doubts but with

which I am not here concerned: liis theory of Value and

his theory ofEducation (or rather the theory ofEducation

assumedm or imphed by his attitude in Practical Criticism^*

As for psychology and Imguistics, that is his field and not

mine. I am more concerned here with what seem to me to

be a few unexammed assumptions that he has made. I do
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not know whether he still adheres to certain assertions made

in his early essay Science and Poetry; but I do not understand

that he has yet made any public modification ofthem. Here

IS one that ism my mind

‘The most dangerous of the sciences is only now be-

ginmng to come mto action. I am thinbng less ofPsycho-

analysis or of Behaviourism than of the whole subject

winch includes them. It is very probable that the Hinden-

burg Lme to which the defence ofour traditions retired as a

result ofthe onslaughts ofthe last century will be blown up

in the near future. Ifthis should happen a mental chaos such

as man has never experienced may be expected. We shall

then be thrown back, as Matthew Arnold foresaw, upon

poetry. Poetry is capable of saving us. . .

I should have felt completely at a loss in this passage, had

not Matthew Arnold turned up; and then it seemed to me

that I knew a httle better what was what. I should say that

an affirmation like this was highly characteristic ofone type

of modem mmd. For one of the things that one can say

about the modem mmd is that it comprehends every

extreme and degree of opmion. Here, from the essay, Art

and Scholasticism, which I have already quoted, is Mr.

Maritain:

‘It is a deadly error to expect poetry to provide the super-

substanual nourishment ofman,’

Mr. Maritain is a theologian as well as philosopher, and

you may be sure that when he says ‘deadly error’ he is m
deadly earnest. But if the author of Anti-Moderne is hardly

to be considered a ‘modern* man, we can find other

varieties of opimon. In a book called The Human Parrot,
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Mr. Montgomery Belgton has two essays, one called Art

mi Mr. Maritain and the other What is Criticism, from

which you will learn that neither Maritain nor Richards

knows what he is talking about. Mr. Richards further main-

tains that the experience ofpoetry is not a mystical revela-

non, and the Abbe Henri Bremond,^ in Prayer and Poetry, is

concerned with tellmg us in what kind and degree it is. On

this point Mr. Belgion is apparently in accord with Mr.

Richards. And we may be wise to keepm mind a remark of

Mr. Herbert Read m Form in Modern Poetry: If a hterary

critic happens to be also a poet ... he is liable to suffer

from dilemmas which do not trouble the philosophic calm

ofhis more prosaic colleagues/

Beyond a behef that poetry does sometbng of import-

ance, or has something ofimportance to do, there does not

seem to be much agreement. It is interesting that in our

time, which has not produced any vast number ofimportant

poets, so many people—and there are many more—^should

be asking questions about poetry. These problems are not

those which properly concern poets as poets at all; ifpoets

plunge into the discussion, it is probably because they have

interests and curiosities outside of writing poetry. We

leed not summon those who call themselves Humamsts

[for they have for the most part not been primarily

Decupled with the nature and function of poetry) to bear

witness that we have here the problem of religious faith

md Its substitutes. Not all contemporary critics, of

iWhile preparing tbs book for press I learn with great regret of the

\bb^ Br^mond*s untimely death It is a great pity that he could not

lave hved to complete the Histoire du sentiment religkuxen France
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course, but at least a number who appear to have httle else

in common, seem to consider that art, specifically poetry,

has something to do with rehgion, though they disagree as

to what tins something may be. The relationship is not

always envisaged so morahstically as it was by Arnold, nor

so generally as in the statement by Mr. Richards which I

quoted. For Mr. Belgion, for instance,

‘An outstandmg example ofpoetic allegory is m the final

canto of the Paradiso^ where the poet seeks to give an

allegorical account of the Beatific Vision, and then declares

his efforts vain. We may read tins over and over again, and

in the end we shall no more have had a revelation of the

nature ofthe Vision than we had before ever we had heard

ofeither it or Dante.’

Mr. Belgion seems to have taken Dante at his word.

But what we experience as readers is never exactly what the

poet experienced, nor would there be any point in its bemg,

though certainly it has some relation to the poet’s experi-

ence. What the poet experienced is not poetry but poetic

material; the writmg of the poetry is a fresh ‘experience’

for him, and the readmg of it, by the author or anyone

else, IS another thmg still. Mr. Belgion, in denying a theory

which he attributes to Mr. Mantam, seems to me to make

his own mistakes; but it is a rehgion-analogy which is in

question. Mr. Richards is much occupied with the rehgious

problem simply m the attempt to avoid it. In an appendix

to the second edition o£Principles ofLiterary Criticism he has

a note on my own verse, which, being as favourable as I

could desire, seems to me very acute. But he observes that

Canto XXVI of the Purgatorio ilJummates my ‘persistent
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concern with sex, the problem of our generation, as re-

ligion was the problem of the last/ I readily admit the

importance of Canto XXVI, and it was shrewd of Mr.

Richards to notice it; but m his contrast ofsex and rehgion

he makes a distinction which is too subtile for me to grasp.

One might think that sex and religion were ‘problems’ like

Free Trade and Imperial Preference; it seems odd that the

human race should have gone on for so many thousands of

years before it suddenly reahsed that rehgion and sex, one

right after the other, presented problems.

It has been my view throughout—and it is only a com-

monplace after all—that the development and change of

poetry and of the criticism of it is due to elements which

enter from outside..! tried to draw attention not so much to

the importance of Dryden’s ‘contribution to hterary

criticism, as ifhe were merely addmg to a store ofquantity,

as to the importance of the fact that he should want to

articulate and expound his views on drama and translation

and on the Enghsh poetry of the past; and, when we came

to Johnson, to call attention to the further development of

an historical consciousness which made Johnson want to

estimate, in more detail, the Enghsh poets of his own age

and of previous ages,^ and it seemed to me that Words-

worth’s theories about poetry drew their ahment from

social sources. To Matthew Arnold we owe the credit of

brmging the religious issue exphcitly into the discussion of

literature and poetry; and with due respect to Mr. Richards,

and with Mr, Pachards himself as a witness, it does not

^The fact that Johnson was working largely to order only indicates

that this historical consciousness was already developed.
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seem to me that this hssue’ has been wholly put aside and

replaced by that of 'sex'. My contemporaries seem to me

still to be occupied with it, whether they call themselves

churchmen, or agnostics, or rationahsts, or social revolu-

tiomsts. The contrast between the doubts that our con-

temporaries express, and the questions that they ask and

the problems they put themselves, and the attitude of at

least a part of the past, was well put by Jacques Riviere m
two sentences:

‘If in the seventeenth century Mohere or Racme had

been asked why he wrote, no doubt he would have been

able to find but one answer; that he wrote ‘for the enter-

tamment of decent people’ (pour distraire les honnites gens).

It IS only with the advent of Romanticism that the hterary

act came to be conceived as a sort of raid on the absolute

and Its result as a revelation.’

Riviere’s form of expression is not, to my mmd, alto-

gether happy. One might suppose that all that had hap-

pened was that a wilful perversity had taken possession of

hterary men, a new hterary disease called Romanucism.

That IS one of the dangers of expressmg one’s meamng in

terms of ‘Romanticism’: it is a term which is constantly

changmgm different contexts, and which is now hmited to

what appear to be purely hterary and purely local prob-

lems, now expandmg to cover almost the whole of the hfe

of a time and ofnearly the whole world. It has perhaps not

been observed that m its more comprehensive sigmficance

‘Romanticism’ comes to mclude nearly everything that

distmguishes the last two hundred and fifty years or so

from their predecessors, and mcludes so much that it ceases
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to bring with it any praise or blame. The change to which

Riviere alludes is not a contrast between Mohere and

Racine on the one hand and more modern French writers

on the other; it neither reflects credit upon the former nor

imphes inferiority in the latter. In the mterest ofclarity and

simphcity I wish myself to avoid employing the terms

Romanticism and Classicism, terms which inflame

pohtical passions, and tend to prejudice our conclusions. I

am only concerned with my contention that the notion of

what poetry is for, ofwhat is its function to do, does change,

and therefore I quoted Riviere; I am concerned further

with criticism as evidence of the conception of the use of

poetry in the critic’s time, and assert that m order to com-

pare the work of different critics we must investigate their

assumptions as to what poetry does and ought to do,

Exammation of the criticism of our time leads me to be-

heve thatwe are stillm the Arnold period.

I speak of Mr. Rachards’s views with some diffidence.

Some of the problems he discusses are themselves very

difficult, and only tliose are qualified to criticise who have

applied themselves to the same speciaUsed studies and have

acquired proficiency m this kmd of thmkmg. But here I

hmit myself to passages m which he does not seem to be

speakmg as a speciahst, and in which I have no advantage of

special knowledge either. There are two reasons why the

writer of poetry must not be thought to have any great

advantage. One is that a discussion of poetry such as this

takes us far outside the hmits within which a poet may

speak with authority; the other is that the poet does many

things upon mstmet, for which he can give no better
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account than anybody else. A poet can tty, of course, to

give an honest report of the way in which he bmself

wntes- the result may, ifhe is a good observer, be illumin-

atmg. And m one sense, but a very hmited one, he knows

better what his poems ‘mean’ than can anyone else; he may

know the history of their composition, the material which

has gone m and come out m an unrecognisable form, and

he knows what he was trying to do and what he was mean-

ing to mean. But what a poem means is as much what it

means to others as what it means to the author; and mdeed,

m the course ofnme a poet may become merely a reader in

respect to his own works, forgettmg his ongmal meamng

—or without forgettmg, merely changing. So that, when

Mr. Richards asserts that The Waste Land efiects ‘a com-

plete severance between poetry and all behefs’ I am no

better qualified to say No! than is any other reader. I will

admit that I think that either Mr. Richards is wrong, or

I do not understand his meamng. The statement imght

mean that it was the first poetry to do what all poetry in

the past would have been the better for domg: I can hardly

think that he mtended to pay me such an unmerited com-

phment. It might also mean that the present situanon is

radically different from any m which poetry has been pro-

duced m the past: namely, that now there is nothing in

which to beheve, that Behef itself is dead; and that there-

fore mypoem is the first to respond properly to the modem
situation and not call upon Make-Beheve. And it is m
this connexion, apparently, that Mr. Richards observes

that ‘poetry is capable ofsavmg us’.

A discussion of Mr. Richards’s theories of knowledge
^
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value and meaning would be by no means irrelevant to this

assertion., but it would take us far afield, and I am not the

person to undertake it. We cannot of course refute the

statement ‘poetry is capable ofsaving us’ without knowing

wkeh one of the multiple definitions of salvation Mr.

Richards has in mind.’^ (A good many people behave as if

they thought so too: otherwise their interest m poetry is

difficult to explain
)

I am sure, from the differences of

environment, of period, and of mental furniture, that sal-

vation by poetry is not quite the same thing for Mr.

Richards as it was for Arnold; but so far as I am

concerned these are merely different shades of blue. In

Practical Criticism^ Mr. Richards provides a recipe which I

think throws some light upon his theological ideas. He says:

‘Something hke a teclimque or ritual for heightemng

sincerity might well be worked out. When our response to

a poem after our best efforts remains uncertam, when we

are unsure whether the feelings it excites come from a deep

source in our experience, whether our liking or disliking

IS genuine, is ours, or an accident of fashion, a response to

surface details or to essentials, we may perhaps help our-

selves by considering it in a frame of feelings whose sm-

cerity is beyond our questiorang. Sit by the fire (with eyes

shut and fingers pressed firmly upon the eyeballs) and con-

sider with as full “reahsation” as possible
—

’

^See his Mencius on the Mind. There is of course a locution in

we say of someone 'he is not one of us’, it is possible that the us o

Mr. Richards’s statement represents an equally limited and select

number.

*Second Impression, p. 290.
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five points which follow, and which I shall comment upon

one by one. We may observe, in passmg, the intense re-

ligious seriousness of Mr. Richards’s attitude towards

poetry.^ What he proposes—for he hmts in the passage

above that his sketch might be elaborated—is nothing less

than a regimen ofSpiritual Exercises. Now for the pomts.

I Man’s loneliness {the isolation ofthe human situation).

Lonehness is known as a frequent attitude in romantic

poetry, and m the form of ‘lonesomeness’ (as I need not

remind American readers) is a frequent attitude m con-

temporary lyrics known as ‘the blues’. Butm what sense is

Man m general isolated, and from what? What is the

‘human situanon’P I can understand the isolation of the

human situation as Plato’s Diotima expounds it, or in the

Christian sense of the separation of Man from God, but

not an isolation which is not a separation from anything in

paracular.

II. Thefacts ofbirth and ofdeath, in their inexplicable oddity.

I cannot see why the facts of birth and of death should

appear odd m themselves, unless we have a conception of

^This passage is introduced by a long and important discussion of

Confuaus’ concepaon of ‘smcerity\ which should be read attentively.

In passing, it is worthy of remark that Mr Richards shares his mterest

m Chmese philosophy with Mr. Ezra Pound and with the late Irving

Babbitt. An investigation of an interest common to three apparently

quite different thinkers would, I behevc, repay the labour. It seems to

indicate, at least, a deracinauon from the Christian tradition The

thought of these three men seems to me to have an interesting simil-

anty
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some other way of coninig into the world and of leaving

it, which strikes us as more natural

III. The inconceivable immensity ofthe Universe.

It was not, wc remember, the ‘immense spaces' them-

selves but their eternal silence that terrified Pascal With a

definite rehgious background this is mtelhgible. But the

effect of popular astronomy books (hke Sir James Jeans's)

upon me is only ofthe insignificance ofvast space.

IV. Mans place in the perspective oftime.

I confess that I do not find this especially edifying cither,

or stimulatmg to the imagmation, unless I brmg to its con-

templation some behef that there is a sense and a meaning

m the place ofhuman liistory in the history ofthe world. I

fear that in many people this subject of meditation can only

stimulate the idle wonder and greed for facts which are

satisfied by Mr, Wells's compendia.

V. The enormity (sc. enormousness) ofmans ignorance.

Here agam, I must ask, ignorance ofwhat? I am acutely

aware, for instance, ofmy own ignorance of specific sub-

jects on which I want to know more; but Mr. Richards

does not, surely, mean the ignorance ofany mdividual man,

but ofMan. But ‘ignorance' must be relauve to the sensem
which we take the term ‘knowledge'; andm Mencius on the

Mind Mr. Richards has given us a useful analysis of the

numerous meanings of ‘knowledge’. Mr. Richards, who

has engagedm what I believe will be most fruitful investi-

gations of controversy as systematised misunderstandmg,
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mayjustly be able to accuse me ofperverting his meanmgs.

But his modern substitute for the Exercises of St. Ignatius is

an appeal to our feehngs, and I am only trymg to set down

how they affect mine. To me Mr. Richards’s five pomts

only express a modern emotional attitude which I cannot

share, and which finds its most sentimental expression in

A Free Mans Worship, And as the contemplation ofMan’s

placem the Umverse has led Lord Russell to write such bad

prose, we may wonder whether it will lead the ordmary

aspirant to understandmg ofgood poetry. It is just as hkely,

I suspect, to confirm him m his taste for the second-rate.

I am wilhng to admit that such an approach to poetry

may help some people: my pomt is diat Mr. Richards

speaks as though it were good for everybody. I am per-

fectly ready to concede the existence of people who feel,

think and beHeve as Mr. Richards does m these matters,

ifhe will only concede that there are some people who do

not. He told us in Science and Poetry:

‘For centuries , . . countless pseudo-statements—about

God, about the umverse, about human nature, the relations

ofmind to mind, about the soul, its rank and destmy . .

.

have been bcheved; now they are gone, irrecoverably; and

the knowledge which has killed them is not ofa kmd upon

which an equally fine organisation ofthemmdcanbe based.’

I submit that this is itself a pseudo-statement, if there is

such a thing. But these things are mdeed gone, so far as

Mr. Richards is concerned, if they are no longer beheved

by people whose mmds Mr. Richards respects: we have no

ground for controversy there. I only assert agam that what

he is trymg to do is essentially the same as what Arnold
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wanted to do: to preserve emotions without the beliefs

with which their liistory has been involved. It would seem

that Mr. Richards, on his own showing, is engaged in a

rear-guard rehgious action.^

Mr. Maritam, with an equally strong convicuon that

poetry will not save us, is equally despondent about the

world ofto-day, ‘Could any wcakncss\ he asks, ‘be greater

than the weakness ofour contemporaries?' It is no more, as I

have said before, the particular business of the poet as poet

to concern himselfwith Maritain's attempt to determine the

position ofpoetry in a Christian world than it is to concern

himselfwith Richards's attempt to determine the position

of poetry in a pagan world: but these various ambient

ideas get m through the pores, and produce an unsettled

state of mind. Trotsky, whose Literature and Revolution is

the most sensible statement of a Communist attitude that

I have seen,® is pretty clear on the relation ofthe poet to his

environment. He observes:

‘Artistic creation is always a compheated turning inside

out ofold forms, under the influence ofnew stimuli which

^Somewhat m the spirit of ‘religion without revelation ,
ofwhich a

greater exponent than Mr. Juhan Huxley was Emmanud Kant. On

Kanfs attempt (which deeply influenced later German theology) see an

iUuminatmg passage m A. E Taylor’s The Faith of a Moralist, vol u.

chap u.

*There were abo some mterestmg aracles m The New Republic by

Mr. Edmmid Wilson, m controversy (if I remember comedy)

Mr. Michael Gold I regret that I cannot give the ex^t teferenc^ The

major part ofTrotsky’s book is not very mterestmg for those who are

unacquamted with the modem Russian authors: one suspects that most

ofTrotsky’s swans are geese.
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originate outside of art. In this large sense of the word, art

IS a handmaiden. It is not a disembodied element feeding on

Itself, but a function of social man mdissolubly tied to his

life and environment.’

There is a strikmg contrast between this conception of

art as a handmaiden, and that winch we have just observed

of art as a saviour. But perhaps the two notions are not so

opposed as they appear. Trotsky seems, in any case, to

draw the commonsense distinction between art and pro-

paganda, and to be dimly aware that the material of the

artist is not his behefs as held, but his behefs zsfelt (so far as

his behefs are part of his material at all); and he is sensible

enough to see that a period of revolution is not favourable

to art, since it puts pressure upon the poet, both direct and

indirect, to make him overconscious of his behefs as held.

He would not hmit Commumst poetry to the writmg of

panegyrics upon the Russian State, any more than I should

hunt Christian poetry to the composition of hymns; the

poetry of Villon is just as ‘Christian’ m this way as that of

Prudentius or Adam of St. Victor—^though I think it would

be a long time before Soviet society could afford to approve

a Villon, if one arose.^ It is probable, however, that Rus-

sian hterature will become increasingly unmtelligible, in-

creasingly meaningless, to the peoples of Western Europe

unless they develop in the same direction as Russia. Even as

things are, in the present chaos of opmion and behef, we

^Thc Roman and Communist idea of an index of prohibited books

seems to me perfectly soundm prmciple. It is a question (c) ofthe good-

ness and umvcrsabty ofthe cause, (i) ofthe intelligence that goes to the

apphcation
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may expect to find quite different literatures existing in the

same language and the same country, ‘The unconcealed and

palpable influence ofthe devil on an important part ofcon-

temporary hterature’, says Mr. Maritam, ‘is one of the

significant phenomena of the history of our time/ I can

hardly expect most ofmy readers to take this remark seri-

ously;^ those who do will have very different critena of

crmcism from those who do not. Another observation of

Mr. Maritain^s may be less unacceptable*

‘By showmg us where moral truth and the genuine

supernatural are situate, rehgion saves poetry from the

absurdity of behevmg itself destmed to transform ethics

and hfe: saves it from overweenmg arrogance/

This seems to me to be putting the finger on the great

weakness of much poetry and criticism of the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries. But between the motive which

Riviere attributed to Mohere and Racme^ and the motive

ofMatthew Arnold bearmg on shoulders immense what he

thought to be the orb of the poet’s fate, there is a serious

via media.

As the doctrme of the moral and educauonal value of

poetry has been elaborated in different forms by Arnold

and Mr. Richards, so the Abbe Bremond presented a

modem equivalent for the theory of divme inspiration.

^With the influence of the devil on contemporary hteraturc I shall

be concerned m more detail m another book

^hich does not seem to me to cover the case. Let us say that it was

the primary motive (even in Athalie). An exact statement would need

much space; for we cannot concern ourselves only with what went on

inside the poet’s head, but with the general state ofsoaety.
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The task ofPrayer and Poetry is to estabhsh the hkeness, and

the difference of kind and degree, between poetry and

mysticism In his attempt to demonstrate this relauon he

safeguards himself by just qualifications, and makes many

penetratmg remarks about the nature ofpoetry. I will con-

fine myselfto two pieces ofcaution. My first qualm is over

the assemon that ‘the more ofa poet any particular poet is,

the more he is tormented by the need of commumcating

his experience’. This is a downright sort of statement

which IS very easy to accept without exammation; but the

matter is not so simple as all that. I should say that the poet

IS tormented primarily by the need to write a poem—and

so, I regret to find, are a legion of people who are not

poets, so that the Ime between ‘need’ to write and ‘desire’

to write is by no means easy to draw. And what is the

experience that the poet is so burstmg to communicate?

By the time it has settled down mto a poem it may be so

different from the origmal experience as to be hardly

recogmsable. The ‘experience’m question may be the result

of a fusion of feehngs so numerous, and ultimately so

obscure m their origms, that even if there be commumca-

tion of them, the poet may hardly be aware ofwhat he is

commumcatmg; and what is there to be communicated

was notm existence before the poemwas completed, ‘Com-

mumcation’ will not explam poetry. I will not say that

there is not always some varymg degree ofcommumcation

m poetry, or that poetry could exist without any com-

mumcation takmg place. There is room for very great

mdividual variation in the motives of equally good mdi-

vidual poets; and we have the assurance of Coleridge,
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witli the approval ofMr. Housman, that 'poetry gives most

pleasure when only generally and not perfectly understood’.

And I tlimk that my first objection to Bremond’s theory is

related to the second, m winch also the question ofmotive

and mtention enters. Any theory which relates poetry very

closely to a rehgious or a social scheme of dungs aims,

probably, to explain poetry by discovermg its natural

laws; but it is in danger of binding poetry by legislation to

be observed—and poetry can recogmse no such laws

When the cntic falls into this error he has probably

done what we all do: when we generalise about poetry, as

I have said before, we are generalising from the poetry

which we best know and best like; not from all poetry, or

even all of the poetry which we have read. What is ‘all

poetry’? Everythmg written m verse which a sufficient

number of the best minds have considered to be poetry.

By a sufficient number, I mean enough persons of difierent

types, at different times and places, over a space of nme,

and mcludmg foreigners as well as those to whom the

language is native, to cancel every personal bias and

eccentricity of taste (for we must all be shghdy eccentric

in taste to have any taste at all). Now when an account like

the Abb^ Br^mond’s is tested by bemg made itselfa test, it

tends to reveal some narrowness and exclusiveness; at any

rate, a good deal ofpoetry that I like would be excluded, or

given some other name than poetry; just as other writers

who like to include much prose as bemg essentially poetry

create confusion by mcludmg too much. That there is a

relation (not necessarily noetic, perhaps merely psycho-

logical) between mysdasm and some kmds of poetry, or
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some of the kmds of state in which poetry is produced, I

make no doubt. But I prefer not to define, or to test,

poetry by means of speculations about its ongms, you

cannot find a sure test for poetry, a test by which you may

distmguish between poetry and mere good verse, by re-

ference to Its putative antecedents in the mmd of the poet

Bremond seems to me to mtroduce extra-poetic laws for

poetry, such laws as have been frequently made, and con-

standy violated.

There is another danger m the association ofpoetry with

mysucism besides that which I have just mentioned, and

that of leadmg the reader to look m poetry for rehgious

satisfactions. These were dangers for the critic and the

reader; there is also a danger for the poet. No one can read

Mr. Yeats’s Autobiographies and Ins earher poetry without

feelmg that the author was trymg to get as a poet somethmg

like the exaltation to be obtamed, I beheve, from hashisch or

mtrous oxide. He was very much fascmated by self-induced

trance states, calculated symbohsm, mediums, theosophy,

crystal-gazmg, folklore and hobgobhns. Golden apples,

archers, black pigs and such paraphernaha abounded.

Often the verse has an hypnotic charm, but you cannot

take heaven by magic, especially ifyou are, like Mr. Yeats,

a very sane person Then, by a great triumph of develop-

ment, Mr. Yeats began to write and is still writing some of

the most beautiful poetry in the language, some of the

clearest, simplest, most direct.^

^The best analysis ofthe weakness ofMr Yeats’s poetry that I know
is in Mr. Richards’s Science and Poetry But I do not think that Mr
Richards quite appreciated Mr Yeats’s later work.
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The number ofpeople capable ofappreciating ‘all poetry'

is probably very small, if not merely a theoretical hmit;

but the number of people who can get some pleasure and

benefit from some poetry is, I beheve, very large. A per-

fectly satisfactory theory which apphed to all poetry would

do so only at the cost of being voided of all content; the

more usual reason for the unsatisfactormess of our theories

and general statements about poetry is that while professing

to apply to all poetry, they are really theories about, or

generahsations from, a hmited range ofpoetry. Even when

two persons of taste hke the same poetry, this poetry will

be arranged m their minds in shghtly different patterns;

our individual taste in poetry bears the mdehble traces of

our individual hves with all their experience pleasurable

and painful. We are apt either to shape a theory to cover

the poetry that we find most moving, or—^what is less

excusable—^to choose the poetry which illustrates the theory

we want to hold. You do not find Matthew Arnold quot-

ing Rochester or Sedley. And it is not merely a matter of

mdividual caprice. Each age demands different things from

poetry, though its demands are modified, from time to

time, by what some new poet has given. So our criticism,

from age to age, will reflect the thmgs that the age demands;

and the criticism of no one man and ofno one age can be

expected to embrace the whole nature ofpoetry or exhaust

all of Its uses. Our contemporary critics, like their pre-

decessors, are making particular responses to particular

situations. No two readers, perhaps, will go to poetry with

quite the same demands. Amongst all these demands from

poetry and responses to it there is always some permanent,
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elementm common, just as there are standards ofgood and

bad writmg independent ofwhat any one of us happens to

like and dishke; but every effort to formulate the common
element is hunted by the hmitations of particular men in

particular places and at particular times; and these himta-

uons become mamfestm the perspective ofhistory.
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March 3irf, 1933

I
hope that I have not given the impression, in this cur-

sory review of theories past and present, that I estimate

the value of such theones accordmg to their degree of ap-

proximation to some doctrme which I hold myself, and pay

them offaccordmgly. I am too well aware oflimitations of

interest for which I do not apologise, and ofmcapacity for

abstruse reasonmg as well as less pardonable shortconungs.

I have no general theory ofmy own; but on the other hand

I would not appear to dismiss the views ofothers with the

indifierence which the practitioner may be supposed to feel

towards those who theorise about his craft. It is reasonable,

I feel, to be on guard agamst views which claim too much

for poetry, as well as to protest agamst those which claim

too httle; to recogmse a number of uses for poetry, with-

out gdmifhng that poetry must always and everywhere be^

subservient to any one of them. And while theories of

poetry may be tested by their power ofrefinmg our sensi-

bihty by mcreasmg our understandmg, we must not ask

that they serve even that purpose ofaddmg to our enjoy-

ment of poetry: any more than we ask of ethical theory

that it shall have a direct apphcation to and influence upon

human behaviour. Cnticjd speculation, like philosophical

speculation and scientific research, must be fiee to follow

its own course; and cannot be called upon to show immc-
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diate results ; and I believe that the pondering (in judicious

moderauon) of the questions which it raises will tend to

enhance our enjoyment.

That there is an analogy between mystical experience

and some of the ways m which poetry is written I do not

deny; and I think that the Abbe Bremond has observed

very well the differences as well as the Likenesses; though,

as I have said, whether the analogy is ofsignificance for the

student of rehgion, or only to the psychologist, I do not

know. I know, for mstance, that some forms of ill-health,

debihty or anaemia, may (ifother circumstances are favour-

able) produce an efflux ofpoetrym a way approaching the

condmon ofautomatic writing—though, m contrast to the

claims sometimes made for the latter, the material has

obviously been mcubatmg withm the poet, and cannot be

suspected ofbemg a present from a fnendly or impertment

demon. What one writes in this way may succeed in

standmg the examination of a more normal state of mind;

It gives me the impression, as I have just said, of having

undergone a long mcubation, though we do not know

until the shell breaks what kind of egg we have been

sittmg on. To me it seems that at these moments, which

are characterised by the sudden hftmg of the burden of

anxiety and fear which presses upon our daily hfe so

steadily that we are unaware of it, what happens is

something negative, that is to say, not ‘mspiration’ as we

commonly thmk of it, but the breaking down of strong

habitual barriers—^which tend to re-form very qmckly,^

H should like to quote a confirmatioii ofmy own experience from

Mr. A, E. Housman’s Name and Nature ofPoetry, 'In short I think that
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Some obstrucnon is momentarily whisked away. The

accompanying feeling is less like what we know as positive

pleasure, than a sudden rcheffrom an intolerable burden. 1

agree with Br^mond, and perhaps go even further, m
findmg that this disturbance of our quotidian character

which results m an incantation, an outburst ofwords which

we hardly recogmse as our own (because of the effortless-

ness), is a very different thing from mysttcal illumination..

The latter is a vision which may be accompanied by the

realisation that you will never be able to commumcate it to

anyone else, or even by the reahsatton that when it is past

you will not be able to recall it to yourself; the former is

not a vision but a motion terminatingm an arrangement of

words on paper.

But I should add one reservation. I should hesitate to say

that the expenence at which I have hinted is responsible

for the creation of all the most profound poetry written,

or even always of the best of a smgle poet’s work. For all I

know, It may have much more significance for the psycho-

logist’s understandmg ofa particular poet, or ofone poet in

a ccrtam phase, than it has for anyone’s understandmg of

the production ofpoetry, in its first stage, is less an active than a passive

and involuntary process; and if I were obhgcd, not to define poetry,

but to name the class of things to which it belongs, I should call it a

secretion; whether a natural secretion, like turpentine m the fir, or a

morbid secreuon, like the pearl in the oyster, I think thatmy own case,

though I may not deal with the matter so cleverly as the oyster does, is

the latter; because I have seldom written poetry unless I was rather out

of health, and the expenence, though pleasurable, was generally

agitatmg and exhaustmg ’ I take added satisfactionm the fact that I only

read Mr. Housman s essay some time after my own lines were wntten.
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poetry. Some finer mmds, mdecd, may operate very

differently; I cannot think of Shakespeare or Dante as

having been dependent upon such capricious releases.

Perhaps this throws no hght on poetry at all lam not even

sure that the poetry which I have written m this way is the

best that I have written; and so far as I know, no critic has

ever identified the passages I have in mmd. The way m
which poetry is written is not, so far as our knowledge of

these obscure matters as yet extends, any clue to its value.

But, as Norton wrote m a letter to Dr. L. P. Jacks m 1907,

‘I have no behef that such views as mine are likely withm

any reasonable time to be held by a considerable body of

men’; for people are always ready to grasp at any guide

which will help them to recogmse the best poetry without

having to depend upon their own sensibihty and taste.

The faith m mystical inspiration is responsible for the

exaggerated repute of Kubla Khan. The imagery of that

fragment, certainly, whatever its origins m Coleridge’s

readmg, sank to the depths of Coleridge’s feeling, was

saturated, transformed there
—

‘those are pearls that were

his eyes’—and brought up mto dayhght agam. But it is not

used: the poem has not been written. A smgle verse is not

poetry unless it is a one-verse poem; and even the finest hne

draws its life from its context. Organisation is necessary as

well as ‘inspiration’. The re-creation of word and image

which happens fitfuUy m the poetry ofsuch a poet as Cole-

ndge happens almost mcessantly with Shakespeare. Agam
and agam, in his use ofa word, he will give a new meanmg
or extract a latent one; agam and agam the right imagery,

saturated while it lay in the depths of Shakespeare’s
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memory, will nse like Anadyomene from the sea. In

Shakespeare’s poetry this reborn image or word will have

Its rational use and justification; in much good poetry the

orgamsation will not reach to so rational a level. I will take

an example which I have used elsewhere: I am glad of the

opportumty to use it again, as on the previous occasion I

had an inaccurate text. It is from Chapman’s Bussy

D'Ambois:

‘Fly where the evenmg from the Iberian vales

Takes on her swarthy shoulders Hecate

Crowned with a grove ofoaks : fly where men feel

The burning axletree, and those that suffer

Beneath the chariot ofthe snowy Bear
’

Chapman borrowed this, as Dr. Boas points out, from

Seneca’s Hercules (Eteus

:

‘die sub Aurora positis Sabaeis

die sub occasu positis Hiberis

quique sub plaustro patiuntur ursae

quique ferventi quatiuntur axe’

and probably also from the same author’s Hercules Furens:

‘sub ortu sohs, an sub cardine

glacialis ursae?’

There is first the probabihty that this imagery had some

personal saturation value, so to speak, for Seneca; another

for Chapman, and another for myself, who have borrowed

it twice from Chapman. I suggest that what gives it such

mtensity as it has m each case is its saturation I will not

say with ‘associations’, for I do not want to revert to

Hartley—but with feelings too obscure for the authors

TAH
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even to know quite what they were. And of course only a

part of an author’s imagery comes from his readmg. It

comes from the whole of his sensitive hfe smce early child-

hood. Why, for all of us, out of all that we have heard,

seen, felt, in a lifeame, do certam images recur, charged

with emouon, rather than others? The song of one bird,

the leap ofone fish, at a particular place and time, the scent

ofone flower, an old woman on a German mountain path,

^ix ruffians seen through an open window playing cards at

night at a small French railwayjuncuon where there was a

water-mill, such memories may have symbohc value, but

of what we cannot tell, for they come to represent the

depths of feehng into which we cannot peer. We might

just as well ask why, when we try to recall visually some

period in the past, we find in our memory just the few

meagre arbitrarily chosen set of snapshots that we do find

there, the faded poor souvemrs ofpassionate moments.^

Thus far is as far as my experience will take me m this

direction. My purpose has not been to examine thoroughly

any one type oftheory ofpoetry, still less to confute it; but

* rather to indicate the kinds of defect and excess that we

must expect to find in each, and to suggest that the current

^

tendency is to expect too much, rather than too little, of

^ In chapter xxu of Principles of Literary Criticism Mr. Richards dis-

cusses these matters in his own way. As evidence that there are other

approaches as well, sec a very mterestmg article Le symholisme et Vdme

primitive by E. Cailliet and J. A B^d6 in the Revue de litterature com-

parie for April-June 1932. The authors, who have done field-work in

Madagascar, apply the theories of Levy-Bruhl : the pre-logical men-

tality persists in civilised man, but becomes available only to or through

the poet.
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poetry. No one of us, wlicn he thinks about poetry, is

without his own bias; and Abbe Bremond’s preoccupation

with mysticism and Mr. Richards’s lack of interest in

theology are equally sigmficant. One voice was raised, in

our time, to express a view of a different kind; that of a

manwho wrote several remarkable poems himself, andwho

also had an aptitude for theology. It is that ofT. E. Holme:

'There is a general tendency to think that verse means

httle else than the expression of unsatisfied emotion.

People say: “But how can you have verse without senti-

ment?” You see what it is; the prospect alarms them. A
classical revival to them would mean the,prospect of an

arid desert and the death of poetry as they understand it,

and could only come to fill the gulf caused by that death.

Exactly why this dry classical spirit should have a positive

and legitimate necessity to express itselfm poetry is utterly

inconceivable to them. . . . The great aim is accurate, pre-

cise and defimte description. The first thmg is to reahse how

extraordinarily difficult this is. . . . Language has its own

special nature, its own conventions and communal ideas.

It is only by a concentrated effort of the mmd that you can

hold it fixed to your own purpose.’

This is, we must remark at once, not a general theory of

poetry, but an assertion ofthe claims ofa particular kmd of

poetry for the writer’s own time. It may serve to remind us

how various are the kmds of poetry, and how variously

poetry may appeal to difierent minds and generations

equally qualified to appreciate it.

The extreme of theonsmg about the nature of poetry,

the essence ofpoetry ifthere is any, belongs to the study of
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aesdieacs aiid is no concern of the poet or of a critic with

my limited qualifications. Whether the self-consciousness

involved in aesthetics and in psychology does, not nsk

violating the frontier of consciousness, is a quesuon which

I need not raise here; it is perhaps only my private eccen-

tricity to beheve that such researches are perilous if not

guided by sound theology. The poet is much more vitally

concerned with the social ‘uses’ ofpoetry, and with his own

place in society; and this problem is now perhaps more

importunately pressed upon his conscious attention than

at any previous time. The uses of poetry certainly vary as

society alters, as the pubhc to be addressed changes. In this

context somethmg should be said about the vexed question

of obscunty and umntelligibihty. The difficulty of poetry

(and modem poetry is supposed to be difficult) may be due

to one of several reasons. First, there may be personal

causes which make it impossible for a poet to express him-

selfm any but an obscure way; while this may be regret-

table, we should be glad, I think, that the man has been

able to express himself at all. Or difficulty may be due just

to novelty: we know the ridicule accorded m turn to

Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats, Tennyson and Browning

—but must remark that Browning was the first to be called

difficult; hostile critics of the earhcr poets found them

difficult, but called them silly. Or difficulty may be caused

by the reader’s havmg been told, or havmg suggested to

himself, that the poem is gomg to prove difficult. The

ordmary reader, when warned against the obscurity of a

poem, IS apt to be thrown mto a state ofconsternation very

unfavourable to poetic receptivity. Instead ofbeginning, as
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he should, m a state of sensitivity, he obfuscates his senses

by the desire to be clever and to look very hard for some-

thing, he doesn’t know what—or else by the desire not to

be taken m. There is such a thing as stage fright, but what

such readers have is pit or gallery fright. The more seasoned

reader, he who has reached, m these matters, a state of

greater punYy, does not bother about understandmg; not, at

least, at first. I know that some of the poetry to which I

am most devoted is poetry which I did not understand at

first readmg; some is poetry which I am not sure I under-

stand yet: for mstance, Shakespeare’s. And finally, there is

the difficulty caused by the author’s havmg left out some-

thmg which the reader is used to findmg; so that the reader,

bewildered, gropes about for what is absent, and puzzles

his head for a kmd of 'meaning’ which is not there, and is

not meant to be there.

The chiefuse ofthe ‘meaning’ ofa poem, m the ordinary

sense, may be (for here agam I am speakmg ofsome kmds

of poetry and not all) to satisfy one habit of the reader, to

keep his mmd diverted and quiet, while the poem does its

work upon him; much as the imagmary burglar is always

provided with a bit ofmce meat for the house-dog. This is

a normal situation ofwhich I approve. But the minds of all

poets do not work that way; some of them, assuming that

there are other mmds like their own, become impatient of

this 'meanmg’ which seems superfluous, and perceive pos-

sibihties of mtensity through its ehmmation. I am not

assertmg that this situation is ideal; only that we must

write our poetry as we cm, and take it as we find it. It may

be that for some periods ofsociety a more relaxed form of
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wntmg IS right, and for others a more concentrated. I be-

heve that there must be many people who feel, as I do, that

the effect ofsome ofthe greater nmeteenth-century poets is

diminished by their bulk. Who now, for the pure pleasure

of it, reads Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats even, cer-

tainly Browmng and Swmbume and most of the French

poets of the century—entire? I by no means beheve that

the long poem’ is a thmg ofthe past; but at least there must

be morem it for the length than our grandparents seemed to

demand; and for us, anything that can be said as well m
prose can be said better m prose. And a great deal, m the

way of meaning, belongs to prose rather than to poetry.

The doctrme of ‘art for art’s sake’, a mistaken one, and more

advertised than practised, contamed this true impulse be-

hind It, that It IS a recogmtion of the error of the poet’s

trying to do other people’s work. But poetry has as much

to learn from prose as from other poetry; and I thmk that

an interaction between prose and verse, hke the interaction

between language and language, is a condiaon ofvitahty in

literature.

To return to the quesuon of obscunty: when all excep-

tions have been made, and after admitting the possible

existence of minor ‘difficult’ poets whose pubhc must

always be small, I beheve that the poet naturally prefers to

write for as large and miscellaneous an audience as possible,

and that it is the half-educated and ill-educated, rather than

the uneducated, who stand in his way: I myselfshould Hke

an audience which could neither read nor write.^ The most

^On the subject of cducauon, there are some helpful remarks m
Lawrence’s Fantasia ofthe Unconscious,
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useful poetry, socially, would be one whicli could cut

across all the present stratificaaons of public taste—strati-

fications which are perhaps a sign of social dismtegraaon.

The ideal medium for poetry, to my mind, and the most

direct means of social ‘usefulness’ for poetry, is the theatre.

In a play of Shakespeare you get several levels of signi-

ficance. For the simplest auditors there is the plot, for the

more thoughtful the character and conflict ofcharacter, for

the more Hterary the words and phrasing, for the more

musically sensitive the rhythm, and for auditors of greater

sensitiveness and understandmg a meaning which reveals

Itself gradually. And I do not beheve that the classification

of audience is so clear-cut as this; but rather that the sensi-

tiveness ofevery auditor is acted upon by all these elements

at once, though m different degrees of consciousness. At

none of these levels is the auditor bothered by the presence

of that which he does not understand, or by the presence of

that in which he is not interested. I may make my meaning

a httle clearer by a simple mstance. I once designed, and

drafted a couple of scenes, of a verse play. My mtenuon

was to have one character whose sensibihty and mtelh-

gence should be on the plane of the most sensitive and in-

telhgent members of the audience; his speeches should be

addressed to them as much as to the other personages m
the play—or rather, should be addressed to the latter, who

were to be material, hteral-mmded and visionless, with

the consciousness ofbemg overheard by the former. There

was to be an understandmg between this protagonist and a

small number ofthe audience, while the rest ofthe audience

would share the responses ofthe other charactersm the play.
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Perhaps this is all too dehberate, but one must experiment

as one can.

Every poet would like, I fancy, to be able to think that

he had some direct social utihty. By this, as I hope I have

already made clear, I do not mean that he should meddle

with the tasks of the theologian, the preacher, the econo-

mist, the sociologist or anybody else; that he should do

anythmg but write poetry, poetry not defined m terms of

something else. He would hke to be somethmg of a

popular entertainer, and be able to think his own thoughts

behind a tragic or a comic mask. He would hke to convey

the pleasures of poetry, not only to a larger audience, but

to larger groups of people collectively, and the theatre is

the best place m which to do it. There might, one fancies,

be some fulfilment m exciting this communal pleasure, to

give an immediate compensation for the pams of turmng

blood into ink. As thmgs are, and as fundamentally they

must always be, poetry is not a career, but a mug’s game.

No honest poet can ever feel quite sure of the permanent

value ofwhat he has written, he may have wasted hxs time

and messed up his hfe for nothmg. All the better, then, if

he could have at least the satisfacuon of having a part to

playm society as worthy as that ofthe music-hall comedian.

Furthermore, the theatre, by the techmcal exactions which

it makes and limitations which it imposes upon the author,

by the obhgation to keep for a defimte length of time the

sustamed mterest of a large and unprepared and not wholly

perceptive group of people, by its problems which have

constantly to be solved, has enough to keep the poet’s

conscious mind fully occupied, as the pamter’s by the mani-
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pulation of his tools. If, beyond keeping the interest of a

crowd of people for that length of time, the author can

make a play which is real poetry, so much the better.

I have not attempted any defimtion ofpoetry, because I

can think of none which does not assume that the reader

already knows what it is, or which does not falsify by

leaving out much more than it can mclude. Poetry begms,

I dare say, with a savage beaung a drum m ajungle, and it

retams that essential of percussion and rhytbm; hyper-

bohcally one might say that the poet is older than other

human bemgs—but I do not want to be tempted to endmg

on this sort of flourish. I have msisted rather on the variety

of poetry, variety so great that all the kmds seem to have

nothing in common except the rhythm of verse instead of

die rhytlim ofprose: and that does not tell you much about

all poetry. Poetry is of course not to be defined by its uses.

If It commemorates a pubhc occasion, or celebrates a

festival, or decorates a rehgious rite, or amuses a crowd, so

much the better. It may effect revolutions m sensibihty

such as are periodically needed; may help to break up the

conventional modes ofperception and valuation which are

perpetually forming, and make people see the world

afresh, or some new part of it. It may make us from time

to time a httle more aware ofthe deeper, unnamed feelmgs

which form the substratum of our bemg, to which we

rarely penetrate; for our hves are mosdy a constant evasion

of ourselves, and an evasion of the visible and sensible

world. But to say all this is only to say what you know

already, if you have felt poetry and thought about your^

feelings. And I fear that I have already, throughout these;
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lectures, trespassed beyond the bounds which a htde self-

knowledge tells me are my proper frontter. If, as James

Thomson observed, ‘hps only smg when they cannot kiss’,

It may also be that poets only talk when they cannot sing.

I am content to leave my theorismg about poetry at

this pomt. The sad ghost of Coleridge beckons to me from

the shadows
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